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1

Introduction

1.1 Historical overview of spintronics

Quantum description of an electron shows that this particle has an intrinsic an-

gular momentum (S = �/2) known as spin which leads to a magnetic moment

(M = gµBS) [1]. Wherever the electron is placed in a magnetic field, its own

magnetic moment will couple to it and the output of any measurement of the

spin of electron will give two possible values: spin-up and spin-down, which are

dictated by the quantization rules for spin. The energy scale where this splitting

happens is called the Zeeman energy (which depends on the strength of the mag-

netic field involved). Therefore, besides the charge of an electron, its spin state

can also have two values. This property of the electron, quantum mechanically

in nature, is tried to be understood and exploited for possible applications within

the newly created field of spintronics. From transport point of view, that is keep-

ing in mind electronic devices as applications, the spin has two main advantages

over the charge: its relaxation times are much larger than in the case of electron’s

charge and the electron’s spin can be controlled by an additional knob which is

the magnetic field.

Zeeman energy is known to have much smaller values than the Fermi energy

in metals or semiconductors, therefore spin dependent transport is not easily

achieved in this materials. This can be changed when there is a source of spin

polarized electrons, which can be injected into the non-magnetic material used for

transport and then detected. This already hints to the fact that spin transport

physics has several important branches like spin injection, spin detection, spin

transport and manipulation [2, 3]. Due to the weak coupling of the electron spin

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

to the environment, this fact has a positive effect on the spin lifetime (making it

longer) but creates difficulties in detection and manipulation.

Historically, the first experiments where the spin properties were measured

in electrical devices were done in metallic systems. It started with the discov-

ery of the anomalous magneto-resistance (AMR) which is the dependence of the

resistance of a ferromagnetic strip on the relative orientation of the magnetic

field and current [4]. Then, spin polarization of ferromagnets was measured in

Ferromagnet/Al2O3/Al, with Al2O3 tunnel barrier and Al in the superconduct-

ing state [5]. In 1989, the first experiment where the spin transport was observed

was done by Baibich et al and they shown that the resistance of a stack of Fe/Cr

layers depends on the relative magnetization (parallel or antiparallel) of the fer-

romagnets (the giant magneto-resistance or GMR) [6]. This experiments were

later continued into the tunneling magneto-resistance (TMR), where instead of a

non-magnetic spacing layer a tunnel barrier was used. From the point of view of

physics of spin, these experiments are due to interface effects or exchange interac-

tion between the magnetic layers. From the application point of view, one would

like to inject a spin population, transport it and then detect it. Alongside this

idea, a breakthrough experiment was done by Johnson and Silsbee using permal-

loy / Al single crystal / permalloy spin valves [7]. This experiment was refined

and brought into the realm of nanotechnology by Jedema and al, Zaffalon et al

and Costache et al, research carried out in our group [8–10]. This experiments

used non-local detection techniques to eliminate spurious spin transport look alike

signals (mostly due to standard Hall effect of electron’s charge). It was also shown

precession of spins, which is the most clear test of spin accumulation. Also, for

the sake of completeness, the field of metallic spintronics also involves experi-

ments on pillars where the magnetization is controlled by electric current [11] or

time dependent experiments, where the physics of spin is studied at time scales

comparable with the precession times [12].

The devices made within the metallic spintronics show beautiful spin physics.

From the application point of view, however, they lack the possibility of a gate,

which is a trademark of semiconductor devices. The interest of semiconductor

spintronics, which is also the subject of this thesis, was triggered by a theoretical

proposal of Datta and Das in 1990 of a Field Effect Transistor with ferromagnetic

source and drain [13]. The spins injected and detected by the ferromagnetic

source and drain, would be controlled by Rashba spin-orbit coupling which would

induce electron’s spin precession. The device, as it is in the original proposal,

was proven to work only recently [14], but it started a huge interest in the field

of semiconductor spintronics. The early efforts were limited by the fact that,
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unlike in metallic systems, there is a fundamental reason, now called conductivity

mismatch, which doesn’t allow simple spin injection from a ferromagnet into the

semiconductor [15]. The situation can be solved by using a tunnel barrier [16],

and the experiments support this idea [17]. Conductivity mismatch also induced

another problem for the field: since the electrons cannot be injected and detected

electrically (as would be required by device criterias), the accent switched to

electro-optical experiments or only optical experiments, which take into account

the direct band gap of GaAs (as a primary non-magnetic semiconductor) and

of the fact the Kerr effect techniques (rotation of the polarization of light by

the magnetization) are very common. Conversion of polarized light into spin

polarized electric charge [18] and of electric charge into polarized light were the

first experiments to prove that spin can be injected into semiconductors and that

the effect of a tunnel barrier greatly improves the spin related signal [19–21]. Also

for all electrical devices, spin injection and detection in a Datta-Das like device

(without the gate modulation of the spin precession) was realized [22].

There is however, another area of semiconductor spintronics which is of rel-

evance for the present discussion: spins in quantum dots. Here, the target is to

use the two valued quantum mechanical spin as the building block of a qubit. It

is worth mentioning here experiments done with single spin. Spin transport, in-

jection and detection were studied in a focusing geometry and the results are spin

dependent [24–26]. In this regime, the injection of spins is done using not neces-

sarily ferromagnets, but other means (non-magnetic) like quantum point contacts

or quantum dots.

This concludes the historically presented view on the field of spintronics. Im-

portant experimental breakthroughs were highlighted and several physical obsta-

cles were pointed out. The field is well developed and there are exciting new

directions.

1.2 Motivation and outline of this thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to shine light on the question whether one can

electrically inject electron spins into a two dimensional electrons gas (2DEG) and

detect and/or manipulate spins. The thesis contains experiments which can be

classified into two families.

One is related with the injection of electron spins from a ferromagnet into

the 2DEG. The experiments are situated in a diffusive transport regime and the

operation of the device is aimed at room temperature. We have tried to intro-

duce a more simple and efficient way of contacting a ferromagnet to a 2DEG as
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compared with the technologically prohibitive expensive molecular beam epitaxy

techniques.

The second family of experiments are related with spin transport in bal-

listic quantum dots form by electrostatically gating a 2DEG. The experiments

are done at low temperatures spin injection and detection is achieved with non-

ferromagnetic means, that is Quantum Point Contacts. The long term interest in

these type of device is motivated by the interest in measuring the spin relaxation

times of the spin and also the influence that spin-orbit coupling might induce due

to dimensionality of the system. In practice, the interest deviated in studying

possible masking signals which are natural in these devices (resistance fluctua-

tions). Also, it was studied Zeeman splitting in Quantum Point Contacts and its

relation with the device geometrical properties and the ’0.7 structure’.

The above guidelines can be found in the detailed description of the thesis

which is given below:

1. chapter two This part of the thesis is dedicated to the introduction of funda-

mental physical concepts in order to understand the experiments described.

First, the transport in a Quantum Point Contact is introduced, with partic-

ular features due to the presence of electrical or magnetic fields. Resistance

fluctuations, effect of voltage probes as well as interaction effects are then

treated. The second part of the chapter is concerned with the spin transport

properties in hybrid systems and with the description of transport between

a 3D metal and a 2D electron gas.

2. chapter three Here, the fabrication process of the devices is described as well

with basic description of the 2DEG.

3. chapter four Within this part are shown the measurements of resistance

fluctuations in a four terminal quantum dot detected non-locally.

4. chapter five This chapter contains the experiments leading to the proof of

principle of non-local detection of spin accumulation in an open quantum

dot.

5. chapter six Following the experiments done in the previous chapter, this

part of the thesis relates the enhancement of the g-factors to the physical

properties of Quantum Point Contacts.

6. chapter seven This chapter is an extension and a more in depth study of

behavior of Quantum Point Contacts in magnetic field, with focus on the

’0.7 structure’.
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7. chapter eight In this chapter are presented the results concerning injection

of spin polarized electrons from a ferromagnet into a 2DEG. The interface

properties of Co/2DEG of AlGaAs/GaAs are presented followed by the de-

scription of non-local spin injection experiments.
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2

Fundamental theoretical concepts

The purpose of this chapter is to describe and introduce the main physical con-

cepts necessary to discuss the experiments presented in this thesis. First, the

discussion will be focused on the physics of Quantum Point Contacts, empha-

sising the quantization of conductance. This will be followed by the description

of the properties of Quantum Point Contacts in electric fields and in magnetic

fields. From 1D systems, the transport properties of 0D systems (Quantum Dots)

will be introduced, with special references to transport in open quantum dots, the

effect of a voltage probe and an introduction to the Landauer-Büttiker formalism.

After introducing the physics of Quantum Point Contacts within a single particle

picture, the attention will be focused on effects due to interaction in 1D systems:

enhancement of the g-factor and the ”0.7 structure”. Next, are presented basic

physical concepts of spin transport in ballistic and diffusive systems, emphasising

basic transport properties and the conductivity mismatch problem. The chapter

will end with an introduction to the properties of the I-V curves of a junction

formed between a 3D metal and a 2D semiconductor.

9



10 Chapter 2. Fundamental theoretical concepts

2.1 Quantum Point Contacts

After the discovery that resistance is quantized in magnetic fields (Quantum Hall

Effect) [1], in 1988 it was found that it also gets quantized in zero magnetic

field, only by reducing the size of the system under study [2, 3]. The experiment

studied Quantum Point Contacts which are one dimensional constrictions (1D),

where the transport of electrons is constricted in two dimensions (constrictions

comparable with the electron’s mean free path) and free to move in only one

direction. The devices were made on a AlGaAs-GaAs heterostructure which has

embedded a 2 dimensional electron gas. The second size constriction is obtained

using electrostatic gates on the top of the heterostructure, which, when negatively

biased with respect to the 2DEG below, force the electrons to flow through a

narrow constriction.

The potential felt by electrons is in a first approximation a saddle potential

[4, 5]. Assuming a parabolic confinement in the x-direction 1/2m∗ω2
0x

2 (y is the

direction parallel with the current flow and x is the one perpendicular on it), the

energy dispersion is given by:

En(ky) =
h2k2

y

2m∗
+ En (2.1)

where En is given by:

En = (n − 1

2
)�ω0 + eV0 (2.2)

where V0 is the bottom of the constriction and the �ω0 is the quantization

energy, n labels the subbands, ky is the wave vector in the y direction.

2.1.1 Conductance quantization in Quantum Point Con-

tacts

In order to observe the effects of the discussion from the previous section on the

resistance, we will calculate the current in 1D systems, which will flow when a

voltage Vsd is applied across the source and drain reservoirs. Let µl and µr be

the chemical potentials of the source and drain, respectively, the eVsd = µl − µr

and the current will follow as:

I =

Nc∑
n=1

∫ ∞

0

1

2
eNn(E)vn(E)[f(E, µl) − f(E, µr)Tn(E)dE (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Quantized Conductance in Quantum Point Contacts: a) typical cross

section in a QPC illustrating the electrostatics of the device; b) simulated potential

for the structure in a); quantization of conductance at T=1.6K

where Nc is the total number of modes propagating trough the constriction

(will be defined in the later stage), Nn(E) = 1
2π [dEn(ky)/dky]−1 is the 1D density

of states, f(E, µl,r) is Fermi-Dirac distribution, Tn(E) is the transmission prob-

ability trough the QPC and vn(E) = 1
�
[dEn(ky)/dky ] is the group velocity. One

can see from the above formulas that the product of density of states and group

velocity in a 1D system is a constant, which gives the current as:

I =

Nc∑
n=1

∫ ∞

0

2e

h
[f(E, µl) − f(E, µr)Tn(E)dE (2.4)

Considering that the transport is in linear regime (very low eVsd), the differ-

ence in the Fermi-Dirac distributions is given to a first order by:

f(E, µl) − f(E, µr) ≈ −eVsd
∂f(E, µ)

∂E
(2.5)

Considering for simplicity the case of zero temperature, equation 2.5 is reduced

to:

I =

Nc∑
n=1

2e2Vsd

h
Tn(EF ) (2.6)
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The same formula is also obtained in a more general case, where expressions

for the Tn(E) can be found, taking into account equations 2.1 and 2.2.

The conductance now reads as:

G =

Nc∑
n=1

2e2

h
Tn(EF ) (2.7)

Considering now that there is no scattering (possible causes to scattering,

visible in the experimental data are resonances, which are reflections of electron

waves back and forth in the qpc), the formula for conductance reduces to:

G =
2e2

h
Nc, Nc = integer

[
EF − eV0

�ω0
+

1

2

]
(2.8)

The experimental results are shown in fig.1. By increasing the negative voltage

on the gates, the bottom of the constriction is pulled up and all the bands are

passing trough the Fermi level, contributing with one spin degenerate channel to

transport.

2.1.2 Transport properties of QPCs in electric and mag-

netic fields

Main characteristics of quantization of conductance in 1D systems can be very

well described using the formalism discussed in the previous section, which is in

essence a single particle (no interactions between electrons) and small applied

voltage (linear transport regime). However, additional information can be ob-

tained studying the nonlinear conductance obtained by applied large bias across

the QPC [6]. In the same time, the study of the influence of magnetic field on the

transport properties of QPCs has important consequences, since this is the regime

where point contacts will be used to inject and detect spin polarized signals.

• QPC in electric fields

For a gated QPC on top a 2DEG, typical subband spacings are in the range

of several millivolts. Biasing the constriction at voltages larger than these

values will induce nonlinear effects. One way of viewing nonlinear transport

in QPCs is a two dimensional plot of the transconductance (the derivative

of the conductance with respect of VG) as a function of bias voltage (eVsd)

and gate voltage (VG). In this type of plot, the plateaus have value zero

and transitions between plateaus are represented by peaks in intensity. One

such plot is shown in figure 2.1.2.
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Figure 2.2: Nonlinear transconductance color plot of a QPC in zero magnetic

field. The color scale is white for low and black for high values. The schematics

on the right shows the alignment of the energy levels.

The cartoon on the right side of figure 2.1.2 shows the positions of energy

levels. If one takes the transconductance at Vsd = 0, the small bias conduc-

tance (as in figure 2.1) will be found. The plot is made out of diamonds,

where the center of each diamonds represent a quantized plateaux, where

µl and µr both lie between the same two energy bands. The regions imme-

diately outside the central diamonds are the half-plateaus, where a single

energy band lies between µl and µr. Note that the point marked (f) in the

schematics represents a direct experimental measure of subband spacing be-

tween consecutive levels. This is the main results for which this type of plot

is useful: experimental derivation of subband spacing energy.

A particular note should be made here. It is obvious from the experimental

data that there is an extra feature (half of a diamond) which originates

from the tip of the first diamond (starting from pinch-off region). This is

the nonlinear behavior of the so called ’0.7 structure’ [7], which peaks have

a rounded shape. More details about this particular feature of QPCs (which

has no obvious explanation within a single particle picture) will be given in

section 3 of this chapter.

• QPC in magnetic fields

The main contribution of a magnetic field on the transport properties of a

QPC is that will induce a splitting of the degenerate subband in two: one
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for spin up and the other one for spin down. The typical energies associ-

ated with the Zeeman splitting (∆E = gµBB) are smaller than those for

subband spacing, in the order of several hundreds of microvolts. However,

their effects can be seen on the conductance trace as function of magnetic

field (especially at high fields). To be mentioned that the magnetic field

considered here is applied parallel with the plane containing the 2DEG and

therefore is not inducing no orbital component in electron trajectories. The

effect of magnetic field on the conductance in a QPC can be seen in figure

3, where the traces for no magnetic field and high magnetic field (8 Tesla)

are shown. Characteristic is the appearance of a new plateaux, at e2

h , which

a sign of transport of single spins. For very low temperatures, it is possible

to see up to 10 or even more spin resolved plateaus. The presence of spin

polarized current (if one fixes the transmission through a QPC on this spin

resolved plateaux), makes QPCs in magnetic fields attractive sources and

detectors for spintronics devices operating at low temperatures. Another ap-

plication is that from a family curves g(Vsd) at different magnetic fields, one

can extract g factors of 1D systems, which can be useful in understanding

interaction effects in QPCs.

Figure 2.3: Quantization of conductance in zero and high magnetic field. The inset

shows the measured QPC and the direction of the magnetic field, perpendicular on

the current direction. The arrows represent the direction of spin during transport,

corresponding to each plateaux.

Interesting information can be obtained from nonlinear transconductance

measurements in magnetic fields. Two such plots, one in zero magnetic field

and one measured at 8 Tesla, are shown in figure 4. The main difference
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between the two plots is that the transconductance lines split in two since

every spin-degenerate band is split in two in the presence of magnetic fields.

This leads to the appearance of additional diamonds. These diamonds are

useful because they can offer once again experimental information about the

Zeeman energy and hence about the g-factor. The matter is not at all trivial

since, even though there are up to three different methods of extracting g-

factors (more details in the later part of this chapter), previous experimental

works show that each of them yield different values which makes the problem

of extracting g-factors complicated.

Figure 2.4: Examples of di/dv spectroscopy in zero and high magnetic field. The

color scale is white for low and black for high values.

2.2 Quantum Dots

Quantum Dots (QDs) are small puddles of electrons, which are confined electro-

statically in the same way as for Quantum Point Contacts. The electrons are

connected to the reservoirs via two QPCs, and their shape is controlled by addi-

tional gates. One typical example of fabricated Quantum Dot is shown in figure

2.2.1. The typical physical dimensions of a QD are in between the Fermi wave-

length of an electron and coherence length (λF < L < Lφ). QDs can be considered

to be zero dimensional systems, since the electrons are constricted from all three

space directions [8]. Due to this feature, they triggered the research aiming at

fabricated artificial atoms on electronic chips (the discrete nature of the electrons

energies resembles the one in atoms). Some further applications, for single elec-
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tron QDs, are in the field of quantum computation, where the spin of an single

electron is the qubit. At the other end, there are QDs with a large number of

electrons (open dots), where statistical fluctuations of the interference of electron

waves are of importance. In this case, is important to have additional gates (as

in figure 2.2.1) controlling the electrostatic potential, to induce measurements in

a number of different configurations without changing the coupling to the reser-

voirs. The distinction between an open dot and a closed dot is given in terms of

the resistance of the barriers connecting the dot to the reservoirs: Rbarrier
opendot < 2e2

h

and Rbarrier
closeddot < 2e2

h . In this thesis we worked with open QDs.

2.2.1 Open Quantum Dots and Universal Conductance Fluc-

tuations

Transport in open QDs is characterized by weak coupling of the barriers to the

reservoirs and the electrons are entering and exit the dot almost in an classical

way, without tunneling. The transport in these dots is characterized by fluctu-

ations which can be understood as the interference of phase-coherent electrons

traversing the dot via a number of interfering paths [9, 10]. The electrons are

not considered as pure waves, but point particles with phase. The conductance

through the dot is determined by the relative probability of an electron which

enters the dot from the source QPC exiting into the drain versus returning to the

source QPC where it started. These probabilities, in turn, depend on the con-

structive of destructive interference of all possible trajectories which either make

it through the dot or return to the entrance. Any change in the dot system which

affects the accumulation of the trajectory phase, such as changing the shape with

a gate voltage or changing a perpendicular magnetic field, will alter the interfer-

ence pattern, resulting in random but repeatable conductance fluctuations as a a

function of the external parameter. Typical example is shown in figure 2.2.1

These fluctuations are known as Universal Conductance Fluctuations (UCF)

because the exhibit universal statistical properties. One such property is that the

magnitude of UCF is always of order 2e2

h regardless of the average conductance

through the device. This universality is obtained only of dots of irregular shapes

(condition easily achieved in practical dot due to imperfections), that is the tra-

jectories must filled evenly the phase space. Additional to the UCF there are other

corrections of the resistance of QDs like weak localization or anti-localization, due

to particular ways of interfering of electrons combined with spin-orbit interactions.
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Figure 2.5: A typical design of a quantum dot made in our group. The right plot

shows UCFs in magnetic field perpendicular on the 2DEG’s plane. One can easily

notice the symmetry around zero magnetic field.

2.2.2 Landauer-Büttiker formalism

Transport in quantum ballistic regime is well described by the Landauer-Büttiker

formalism which relates currents and voltages to transmission probabilities [4,11].

For a QPC we already saw that the conductance is related to the sum of the

transmission probabilities of the various subbands. A QPC can be described as a

system consisting of two leads, the source and drain reservoirs, and a scattering

region in between connected by several subbands. The fact that the conductance

is simply proportional to the sum of the transmission probabilities of the various

subbands is a results of the absence of subband mixing in this system.

The Landauer-Büttiker formula for the current Im in the lead m is given by

Im =
2e2

h

∑
n,n �=m

Tmn(Vm − Vn) (2.9)

where Tmn is the total transmission probability (summed over the subbands)

that electrons in one of the subbands of lead n will scatter into one of the subbands

of lead m, the sum is over all the leads n except lead m. As a result of the current

conservation one of the set equations {Im} is redundant. Furthermore, since only

differences in applied voltages matter, one of the voltages Vm can be chosen as

reference point and set to zero. The transmission probabilities are subject to

constraint-relations

Rm +
∑

n,n �=m

Tnm = Nm (2.10)

where Rm is the contact reflection probability of lead m and Nm is the total

number of modes in lead m. For a potential difference Vpq between leads p and
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q as a result of current Imn between leads m and n, the four-probe resistance is

defined by

Rmn,pq =
Vpq

Imn
(2.11)

2.2.3 Effects of an additional voltage probe on the trans-

port properties of Quantum Dots

A basic notion in mesoscopic physics is that the measurement of a voltage at some

point in the sample is an invasive act, which may destroy the phase coherence

throughout the whole sample (see figure 2.2.3). Büttiker introduced a simple

but realistic model for a voltage probe [12, 13], and used it to investigate the

transition from coherent to sequential tunneling through a double-barrier junction,

induced by the coupling to a voltage lead of the region between the barriers. The

mechanism by which the measurement of a voltage destroys phase coherence is

that electrons which enter the voltage lead are reinjected into the system without

any phase relationship (since the current flowing through a voltage probe ought

to be zero). Büttikers model has been applied successfully to a variety of physical

situations, including diffusive transport in a disordered wire, ballistic transport

through quantum point contacts, and edge-channel transport in the quantum Hall

effect. In order to analyze their experimental data, Marcus et al. [10] proposed to

use Büttikers model to describe inelastic processes in ballistic and chaotic cavities

(quantum dots). More detailed discussion, including the related mathematical

description can be found in Brouwer. The above is relevant for the present thesis

since voltage probes attached to quantum dots (as can be seen in chapter 8) are

useful ways of detecting non-locally spin signals. However, from the point of

view of electrical charge (and spin) they are strong sources of decoherence in the

system.

2.3 Interaction effects in Quantum Point Con-

tacts

So far the discussion on transport properties of Quantum Point Contacts was done

within a single particle picture, that is no electron-electron interactions were con-

sidered. There are however strong indications, both theoretical and experimental,

that this description is not enough. For 1D systems, the strongest experimental

fact which eludes an explication based on single particle arguments is the so-called
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Figure 2.6: A cartoon which represents a quantum dot with an extra voltage

probe attached to it. The direction of currents are also shown, with the mention

that IΦ = 0.

0.7 structure, an additional plateaux of conductance of 0.7x2e2

h appearing in no

magnetic field, feature visible even in the earliest measurements of conductance

quantization [2]. Later, it was established a clear link between this feature and

spin [7]. It is worth mentioning that even today there is still heated debate over

the origin of this additional plateaux. The parameter which decides in what pic-

ture the transport properties can be described is given by the ratio between the

kinetic energy of electrons and the exchange interaction. In the limit of high

density the kinetic energy dominates and the transport can be considered as in a

single particle description. However, lowering the electron density, decreases ki-

netic energy and exchange energy has a stronger effect. This leads to interesting

new effects, like Wigner crystals, transition metal to insulator, just to name a

few. In 1D systems, this situation will lead to an apparent increase of the value

of the g-factor. In the following will be briefly introduced two main experimental

results (for the case of Quantum Point Contacts) which have roots in many-body

effects: g-factor enhancement and the 0.7 structure.

2.3.1 g-factor enhancement

The Lande g-factor, describing lifting of spin degeneracy in the presence of a

magnetic field B as ∆Espin = gµBB, where ∆Espin is the spin gap and µB the

Bohr magnetron, is strongly affected by electron interactions. For the material

studied in this thesis, heterostructures based on AlGaAs and GaAs, the bulk

value is -0.44. Changing the dimensionality of the system from 3D to 2D will

already affect the values of the g-factor (up to 0.2) as a function of the thickness
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of the Quantum Well thickness or gate controlled penetration of the electrons

wave function into AlGaAs. Jumping now to zero dimensional systems (0D), we

find also deviations in the measured values from the bulk, and even non-linear

dependencies as a function of the magnetic field. One of the most interesting cases

is 1D systems, where the enhancement of the g-factor is the most obvious, up to

values of 10 in Quantum Hall systems and between 1 and 2 in QPCs in magnetic

field parallel with the 2DEG.

Figure 2.7: Cartoon explaining the spin resolved subbands in the case when there

is no exchange interaction present (left) and when it is (right).

The explanation of this enhancement is described in figure 2.3.1. In the left

panel is shown the case with no enhancement and in the right is shown the case

where this is present. Concentrating on the right panel, this is the situation where

the QPC is brought from pinch-off region toward the conducting. At one moment

the Fermi energy will be above the first spin resolved subband, the current is

spin polarized. Since the electrons are fermions, the total wavefunction of the

system has to be anti-symmetric. However, the wavefunction has orbital and

spin parts, and in this particular situation the spin part is symmetrical (since

all the spins are oriented in one direction). Therefore, the orbital part has to

be anti-symmetric, which induces more space between the electrons (and hence

less Coulomb interactions) and this state becomes the ground state, leading to a

lowering of the band and an increase in Zeeman energy. Now, in the situation

of Fermi energy about two spin degenerate band (up and down) the situation is

changed and this enhancement disappears. It will appear again for the second
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single spin subband. It has oscillatory dependence on change in the position of

the Fermi energy, fact confirmed by experiment (in 1D systems in Quantum Hall

regime).

2.3.2 ”0.7 structure”

The second important effect of an interacting Fermi liquid picture for describ-

ing the transport properties of a QPC is 0.7 structure. This is a shoulder which

appears at 0.7x2e2

h on the low density part of the first plateaux. Historically

present in the first measurement of conductance quantization [2], it was in 1996

clearly related with the spin related transport [7]. This is clearly seen in figure

2.3.2a), where this feature is evolving into spin plateaux when the magnetic field

applied parallel with the 2DEG’s plane is increased. This hints on a possible

spin dependent origin, spontaneous spin polarization, caused by electron-electron

interaction. However, this seems to contradicts an existing theorem (Lieb-Mattis)

which forbids the existence of spin polarized ground state in 1D systems. Temper-

ature dependence of the 0.7 structure reveals (in figure 8b) that it gets improved

as the temperature increased, therefore suggesting the fact that it is not a ground

state feature. There are several theoretical models which show spontaneous spin

polarization as a result of exchange interaction but there is not yet a strictly mi-

croscopic which shows the 0.7 structure deduced directly from electron-electron

interactions.

The second explanation is based on the Kondo physics where the spin degree

of freedom is split dynamically by a Coulomb charging energy, but there is no

static ferromagnetic polarization. An important distinction between the Kondo

effect for quantum dots or magnetic impurities in metals and the present situation

is the the QPC is an open system with no obvious localized state.

2.4 Spin transport in ballistic and diffusive sys-

tems

This section will introduce the reader to basic mathematical formalism in treating

spin polarized transport across the interface of a ferromagnetic metal and a semi-

conductor [16]. The formalism is by no means restricted to this particular case

and applies to any hybrid system. The main assumption is that the electron spin

lifetime is larger than momentum relaxation time. Under this assumption, the

two species of spin can be treated as two different populations, weakly interacting

and to each of then can be assign an independent chemical potential.
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Figure 2.8: Main features of the ”0.7 structure” (reproduced after [6]). The

left plot shows the enhancement of the 0.7 2e2

h by increasing the temperature. The

right plot shows the behavior in magnetic field, and clearly indicated the evolution

of the structure into a spin resolved plateaux.

The Ohm’s law for spin up and down reads as:

j↑,↓ = −σ↑,↓/e
∂µ↑,↓

∂x
(2.12)

where σ↑,↓ are the conductivities for each spin species. The two conductivities

are related to the densities of states at the Fermi level N↑,↓(EF ) and the diffusion

constants D↑,↓ via the Einstein’s relation:

σ↑,↓ = N↑,↓(EF )e2D↑,↓ (2.13)

The difussion constants depend on the Fermi velocities and mean free paths:

D↑,↓ = 1/3vF
↑,↓l↑,↓ with vF

↑,↓ spin dependent velocities at the Fermi level, l↑,↓ are

electron mean free path and 1/3 takes care of the dimensionality of the system.

Besides the above equations one has to include continuity equations for each

spin species. They have to take into account that losing spin up, spins down are

gain. This is accomplished by:

1

e
∇j↑ = − n↑

τ↑↓
+

n↓

τ↓↑
(2.14)

1

e
∇j↓ = +

n↑

τ↑↓
− n↓

τ↓↑
(2.15)

where n↑ and n↓ being the particle densities for each spin. Using the equilib-

rium equation N↑(EF )/τ↑↓ = N↓(EF )/τ↓↑, the continuity equation follows as:
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1

e
∇j↑ = −1

e
∇j↓ =

µ↑ − µ↓

N(EF )τsf
(2.16)

where N(EF ) = N↑(EF ) + N↓(EF ) and τsf is the spin flip time: τ−1
sf =

τ−1
↑↓ + τ−1

↓↑ . Now, for the last step, the continuity equation and the Ohm’s law are

combined together to give the diffusion equation for spin transport:

∂2µ↑ − µ↓

∂x2
=

1

Dτsf
(µ↑ − µ↓) (2.17)

Here D is the spin averaged diffusion constant, determined by 1
N(EF )D =

1
N↑(EF )D↑

+ 1
N↓(EF )D↓

. The diffusion contstant and the spin flip time can be

grouped together to give the spin flip length λsf = (Dτsf )1/2

2.5 Current-voltage properties of a junction formed

between a 3D metal and a 2D semiconductor

In order to overcome the conductivity mismatch problem, a tunnel barrier is nec-

essary at the interface between a metal ferromagnetic and the semiconductor. The

reason is that the density of states on both sides of the barrier should be the same,

therefore increasing the number of spin polarized carriers in the semiconductor.

This was tested experimentally in systems where spin polarized current was in-

jected electrically and spin accumulation was detected optically. In this thesis we

tried a more unconventional way of connecting a ferromagnet metal to a 2DEG

through side contact (details in chapter 4). However, much less is known about

the current-voltage characteristics in this type of junctions [17]. The purpose of

this section is to give a brief introduction into the differences between a Schottky

contact for a 3D-2D (2DEG) junction as compared to a standard 3D-3D Schottky

diode.

The basic transport properties at a metal-semiconductor interface are thermo-

ionic emission (the transport of electrons over the build-in potential) and field

emission (tunneling of electrons through a very thin Schottky barrier). We will

focus mainly on the first transport mechanism. The standard Schottky formula

for I-V characteristic is (for current density):

J3D = A∗
3DT 2exp[−qΦBn

kBT
]exp[

qV

nkBT
− 1] (2.18)

where A∗
3D is the tridimensional Richardson constant, T is the temperature,

ΦBn is the build-in potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant, n is the ideality
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factor and V is the applied voltage. In the appendix is calculated the current

density for a contact 3D to a 2DEG and it reads as:

J2D = A∗
2DT 3/2exp[−qΦBn

kBT
]exp[− E0

kBT
]exp[

qV

nkBT
− 1] (2.19)

The main difference is in the appearance of a new exponential which has the

effect of increasing the build-in potential by the E0 which is the energy of the first

quantized level in a 2DEG.

Figure 2.9: The basics of a 3D metal - 2DEG heterostructure contact. Top plot

shows a physical representation of the junction and the bottom plot is showing the

band structure. The semiconductor is a degenerate semiconductor, where EFS

represents a band at an energy level given by the first quantized band in a 2DEG.
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3

Experimental techniques

This chapter presents the experimental techniques used in this thesis, emphasizing

fabrication recipes and electrical measurement techniques. First, a brief descrip-

tion is given of the material (semiconductor heterostructure of AlGaAs/GaAs)

used throughout this thesis. Then it is discussed the fabrication steps required

by a quantum dot. The chapter is continued by a description of the fabrication of

side contacts of Co to the 2DEG formed in AlGaAs/GaAs. The discussion is then

concentrated on the description of the electrical measurements (and cryogenic

techniques) used in this thesis.

27
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3.1 GaAs/AlGaAs based 2DEG systems

Since 1970s, low dimensional systems (semiconductors structures where the con-

duction electrons are physically confined in one direction) gave a big boost to

electronics and fundamental research as well. The earliest device, the MOSFET

(Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor), revolutionized the electron-

ics. Systems based on III-V materials (like AlGaAs/GaAs) added improved func-

tionality and record electron mobilities (also known as HEMT - High Electron

Mobility Transistors). For mesoscopic physics they are important since in an Si

MOSFET was discovered the Quantum Hall Effect and in AlGaAs/GaAs struc-

tures Fractional Quantum Hall Effect and the quantization of the conductance

were reported. AlGaAs/GaAs structures became since then favorite materials for

research in the field of Quantum Dots and Quantum Point Contacts.

The 2 Dimensional Electron Gas (2DEG) contained in an AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs

is obtained by careful band engineering of successive layers of GaAs and Al-

GaAs [1]. The deposition of these materials is usually done with an MBE machine

(Molecular Beam Epitaxy) [2]. The quality of interfaces of heterostructures grown

by MBE is pristine (given also that the materials used have similar lattice con-

stants). This quality of the interface allows the very high mobilities achieved in

these materials. An example of such a heterostructure is shown in figure 1, where

the cartoon depicts the layers defining the heterostructure. Usually a single crys-

tal of GaAs is used (with a typical thickness of half a milimeter). On top of these

are grown several layers of AlAs and GaAs alternatively, which reduce the stress

given by the substrate. Then follows a layer of several hundreds of microns of

GaAs. On top of this is grown then AlxGa1−xAs with typical values for x of 0.3.

After a few tens of nanometers, the AlGaAs is usually doped (with Si for electron

carriers), doping which will assure carriers at the interface of AlGaAs and GaAs.

The doping can be bulk (several nanometers of doped AlGaAs) or delta doped

(a single monolayer of Si). The structure is usually protected from the exposure

to air with a layer of GaAs. Figure 1 also shows the effect of electrostatic gates

(metal gates biased negatively with respect to the 2DEG) on the electron gas

below.

Figure 1 also shows the band diagram of a AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure.

At the interface between the GaAs and the AlGaAs the conduction band has

a dip below the Fermi energy, and therefore, there is an electron accumulation.

Due to the confinement in the z-direction, the energy levels in this triangular

potential are quantized. Usually, only the first subband is below the Fermi energy

and all the electrons have this energy which gives the two dimensional nature of
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Figure 3.1: Typical heterostructure displaying electrons confinment (in white).

The middle cartoon shows the electric field produced by a negative voltage on

the top gates, leading to the depletion of electrons. The right cartoon is a the

corresponding band diagram.

electron transport. The electrostatics are more clearly shown in figure 2, where the

band structure and electron density are shown. The band structure is calculated

based on a self-consistent method (solving the Poisson and Schrodinger equations)

implemented by G. Snider in a program called 1D Poisson. The program gives an

accurate representation of the band diagram having as input only the material in

the layers, their doping and thickness. As one can see, the electrons charge density

peaks exactly at the interface between the AlGaAs and GaAs. The material

used is a heterostructure purchased from Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. The

2DEG in this material is at 60 nm below the surface and has the mobility and

density at 4.2K µ = 8.6 × 105 cm2 V−1s−1 and ns = 2.4 × 1011 cm−2. These

values will result in an electron wavelength of around 50nm and mean free path

of 10 microns. The reason for such high mobilities in these heterostructures

based on AlGaAs/GaAs is the reduced scattering events of the electrons due to

the extremely high quality of the interface and also due to reduced electrostatic

scattering on the doping sites since there is a physical barrier of undoped AlGaAs.

3.2 Electron Beam Lithography

The main tool in fabricating the devices measured in this thesis is Electron Beam

Lithography [3]. Because its high precision and high flexibility, this method is the
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Figure 3.2: Band structure of one of the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures used in

our experiments. The density of electrons is also shown.

one prefered in solid state research labs, providing a very easy way of transfering

ever changing patterns onto the wafer. It is in essence irradiation of the wafer

coated with an organic resist (e-beam resist, and one of the most common and also

used in this thesis is PMMA or polymethylmethacrylate) with a beam of acceler-

ated electrons (at energies of 10 up to 100 KeV) in an controlled fasion, achieved

by electrostatic control with the help of a beam blanker. Our system was and

JEOL 840 SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) equipped with a beam blanker

and motor control produced by Raith Gmbh. The hardware was controlled also

by an Raith software, Elphy Plus. At the later stage, the group purchased a high

end e-beam writer from Raith, E-line.

The PMMA is usually diluted in solution with typically chlorobenzene in con-

centration of several percents (4% in our case). This solution is spin coated on the

wafer at high speed (4000 rpm) and then is shortly baked (at 170 degrees Celcius

on a hot plate or in an oven). In this way the coatant is removed and only the

polymer remains on the surface. This samples are then exposed with the e-beam

with a dose of 300µC/cm2 electron beam. The high energy electrons distroy the

backbone of the the polymer, fragmenting it. This exposed polymer is very eas-

ily washed in a solution of MIBK (methylisobutylketone) and isopropanol (IPA)

with a ration of 1:3. The unexposed PMMA remains unaffected. The wafer is

processed further (as detailed in the following sections of this chapter). Two main

processes are used: lift-offs (deposition of metals or multiple layers all over the

samples and selective removed) and etches (the free windows created in PMMA

in contact with etchants remove material). In the end, the remaining PMMA is

washed out in acetone.
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3.3 Fabrication steps

The fabrication of the devices measured in this thesis involved several steps, that is

various processes done in the cleanroom. The devices are based on AlGaAs/GaAs

heterostructures and they all had electrostatic gates confining electrons in submi-

cron regions. A typical fabrication process is summarized below:

Figure 3.3: Typical device layout showing the mesa, ohmics contacts and the

contacts for the electrostatic gates.

1. Markers: Metallic crosses deposited on a clean wafer. These are helpful in

adjusting later steps of lithography, such that each layer is always on top of

each other.

2. Mesa: A region in the sample obtaion by etching the material, usually until

the 2DEG. This process prevents that the currents are flowing all over the

sample, but in very specified directions.

3. Ohmic contacts: Deposition of alloys of Au, Ge and Ni and their subsequent

annealing in elevated temperatures (around 400 degrees Celcius). These

metals diffuse into the semiconductor, contacting the 2DEG. The choice of

these materials assures linearity of the IV of the contacts.

4. Fine gates: The actual device under study. An intricate design of electrodes
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with very small sizes (hundreds of nanometers) which actually define the

device.

5. Large gates: The connections of the small gates to the bonding pads (con-

nection to the pins of the chip carrier).

In the following, it is disscused in detail the fabrication for each particular

step as well as its particular details. The precise flow and the exact conditions

are listed in the Appendix 2. In figure 4 are shown the processes involved in the

fabrication of major steps: the ohmics, mesa and gates (fine gates and small gates

uses the same fabrication scheme with the exception of the choice of resists and

thickness of the deposited metals).

Figure 3.4: The lithographic steps for each main processes used to fabricate our

devices: mesa, ohmics and electrostatic gates.

3.3.1 Markers

The first step is deposition of markers. The process chart is similar to the one

depicted in figure 4 c). Markers are usually crosses, of various sizes (for large
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patterns 50 microns long and 5 wide and for small patterns 1 micron long and

200nm wide). We used 950K PMMA with a thickness of 100nm. Using electrons

with high energies (30 keV) results in high density of secondary electrons which

irradiate again the resist close to the surface of the wafer, therefore creating the

undercut pattern seen in figure 4 c) [5]. This feature helps the lift-off of the

deposited metals maintaining in the same time extremely high accuracy in the

resulting markers (this feature being of utmost importance since the position of

futre layers are based on these markers). We use Au as metal, with a thickness

of 20nm (with an adhession layer of Ti of 5nm, used to make the Au stick to the

surface). Au has the advantage when used as marker, to have high visibility, even

under hundreds of nanometer of resist.

3.3.2 Mesa

After the markers are deposited, the next step involves the fabrication of a mesa

(Hall bar geometry essentially). The process flow is shown in figure 4 b). After

exposure to the e-beam, the sample is etched. We used wet etching (immersion of

the sample in a bath of acids) even though dry etching (bombardment with ions

of the surface) is also a common way of etching. Wet etching has the advantage

of being quick, cheap and easy to use. The etchant of GaAs is composed of

mixture of sulfuric acid, hydrongen peroxide and DI water. The sulfuric acid alone

cannot etch GaAs and therefore it is used hydrongen peroxide which oxidizes the

surface and this layer is removed by the acid. We used a composition of 1:1:50

H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O which gives an etching rate of about 100nm/min. We have

removed all the material down to the 2DEG to prevent any parazitic conduction

paths. After the etching procedure, the sample is rinsed in DI water and then the

PMMA is removed with the standard acetone washing.

Figure 3.5: SEM pictures of our devices from small (hundreds of nanometers) to

big (milimeters). The plot on the left is a fabricated Quantum Dot, with typical

gates width of 100nm and gaps of 50 nm.
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3.3.3 Ohmic Contacts

An ohmic contact is a semiconductor metal contact with a linear IV characteristic.

Since the semiconductor in our case is the 2DEG located below the surface (at a

distance of about 100nm) annealing has to be included into the process flow in

order to diffuse the metals into the heterostructure. Also, of great importance

is the choice of the metals. Usually, semiconductor metal contacts involve the

appearance of a Schottky barrier (an non-linear contact). To achieve low ohmic

contacts (which require highly doped regions at the interface) Au-Ge-Ni is usually

used for GaAs. Au and Ge are deposited in their eutectic mixture of 88:12 wt%

providing a low melting point of around 360 degrees. The diffusion of Ge is highly

increased by Ni [4]. In order to alloy them, annealing is required. We used a tube

oven, with N2 flow for 5 minutes. Contact resistances of several kilo Ohms at

room temperature usually assure high quality ohmic contacts (low resistance of

several tens of Ohms at low temperatures).

3.3.4 Fine Gates

The fabrication process of fine gates is similar to the one used for markers. The

lift-off procedure is done more carefully, typically in heated acetone and the sample

is left in the beaker over night. Ultrasonic removal of the metal is used only as a

last resort, even though we didn’t observe big damages when we used sonication.

As an exemple of fine gates lithograpy, one can see the first SEM picture in figure

5, where a design of two Quantum Dots is shown. The lines are of 100nm and the

spacings are below 50nm. The desingn is reproducible and robust.

3.3.5 Large Gates

For the fabrication of the large gates, we have used two resists in order to accen-

tuate the undercut effect seen in figure 4 c). The first one PMMM 80K is a low

molecular weight, which will be easily damaged by the e-beam (with a thickness

of about 500nm). On top, we have used PMMA 950K, high molecular weight,

which will keep a sharp profile for the exposed pattern. In order to attenuate the

ultrasonic bonding, we used 200nm Au (on top of 5nm Ti for adhession). With

the above mentioned resists, we have no problems during lift-off procedure.

After the processing is finished, the sample is cut with a diamond cutter and

glued with a resin onto a chip carrier. Bonding wires are ultrasonically attached

to the bonding pads. Images with the sample, starting from the nanometer sizes

up to milimeter sizes are shown in figure 5.
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3.3.6 FM / 2DEG devices - fabrication

The devices used for spin injection from a Co electrode into a 2DEG have a

similar fabrication procedure as the Quantum Dot ones. There is though an

important difference: the fine gates, which in the Quantum Dot devices are used

to electrostatically define the device, are used in are electrons sources or sinks.

More precisely, we have exploited the formation of Schottky barrier between the

metal and the 2DEG, which should have beneficial effects on spin injection. Our

electrodes have a side contact to the 2DEG (in order to avoid extra scattering in

the complicated potential of the heterostructure in the z-direction). Therefore, we

embedded our electrodes using wet etching, since there is a cheap, fast and reliable

way of producing these junctions. The difference with Quantum Dot devices is

that the Co/2DEG devices have the fine gates as the last step, and using the same

e-beam pattern, we etch first and then deposit the Co electrode.

Figure 3.6: Cross-section through a Co electrode embedded into the 2DEG.

Schematic cross section, SEM picture of the electrodes and wall roughness af-

ter etching.

A cartoon of this last step process flow is shown in figure 6. On a predefined

mesa (of width 5 microns - to avoid extra resistance given by too small mesas),

the pattern is formed by e-beam lithography. We used PMMA 950K, in order

to achieve well defined patterns and also, to have small undercut (during etching

in the case of large undercut, the liquid will go under and the etched pattern is

very rough). For this fine wet etching, sulfuric acid based solution is not good,

since the wall will have a large angle and also, the profile will be quite rough.

We have found that a solution of H3PO4 combined with peroxide and DI water

gives the best results, being a softer and gentlier approach then the one based on

sulfuric acid. We used H3PO4 : H2O2 : H2O 1:1:50 which gives a etching speed of
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60nm/min. A typical profile is also shown in figure 6. The figure also the resulted

embedded Co electrodes. After deposition of Co, a thin layer of Au (5nm) was

also deposited in order to prevent as much as possible the oxidation of cobalt.

3.4 Basic electrical characterization

The devices fabricated and measured in this thesis were design for electrical mea-

surements only. We used however, several techniques as well as different regimes of

temperature (Quantum Dots and Quantum Point Contacts measurements were

performed at low temperatures, below 4.2K where the Co/2DEG devices were

measured also at room temperature). The choice of measurement conditions is

given after one analyses the problem at hand. For exemple, in the case of Quan-

tum Dots and Quantum Point Contacts, the energies between levels or of relevant

significance, are in the range of milivolts or lower. Therefore, low temperatures

are required, lower than 4.2K. For this purpose we anchored the sample on the

cold finger of an dillution refrigerator (3He/4He) equiped with an superconduct-

ing magnet (with a field range up to 8 Tesla). Due to the fact that high resistances

are expected, an appropriate measurement method is the so called voltage bias,

that is a voltage is applied to the sample and the flowing current is measured.

Due to the fact that the applied voltage should be smaller than the temperature

(at 100mK the themal energy is around 8µeV ), the resulting currents are small as

well. The method used throughout this thesis involves measurements with lock-

ins. The applied signal has a sinusoidal shape, at low frequencies (up to 20Hz)

and the detected signal is phased-locked with the applied signal. In this way

unwanted noises, or pick-up signals are well filtered out, allowing measurements

of very small voltages. In the case of Co/2DEG devices and also for spin related

measurements, the method was to apply a constant current and measure the re-

sulting voltage. This method also used lock-in techniques. The advantage of this

approach, for resistances up to 1MΩ is that the voltages are easily measured (at

1nA and 13kΩ this will give a voltage drop of 13µV).

The electronics involved was home build and contained a voltage controlled

current source (with current range from 1nA up to 1mA) and an voltage amplifier

(based on a JFET opamp with an input impedance of 1012Ωs, which assures

that even resistance as high as 1GΩ can be measured (for applied signals with

relatively low frequencies and long time constants of the lock-in). Additionaly, we

also build a voltage controlled voltage source (with voltage range from 1V up to

10mV) and a current meter, capable of measuring tens of femtoamps. The used

lock-ins were Stanford Research 830 DSP.
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4

Non-local detection of resistance fluctua-

tions of an open quantum dot

We investigate quantum fluctuations in the non-local resistance of an open quan-

tum dot which is connected to four reservoirs via quantum point contacts. In

this four-terminal quantum dot the voltage path can be separated from the cur-

rent path. We measured non-local resistance fluctuations of several hundreds of

Ohms, which have been characterized as a function of bias voltage, gate voltage

and perpendicular magnetic field. The amplitude of the resistance fluctuations

is strongly reduced when the coupling between the voltage probes and the dot

is enhanced. Along with experimental results, we present a theoretical analysis

based on the Landauer-Büttiker formalism. While the theory predicts non-local

resistance fluctuations of considerably larger amplitude than what has been ob-

served, agreement with theory is very good if an additional dephasing mechanism

is assumed.
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dot

4.1 Introduction

When a conducting solid-state system is smaller than the phase coherence length

of the electrons, its electrical conductance is significantly influenced by quantum

interference. For diffusive thin films this results in phenomena known as universal

conductance fluctuations and weak localization [1–4]. Similar conductance fluctu-

ations and localization phenomena are observed in micron-scale ballistic quantum

dots, since these behave in practice as chaotic cavities due to small shape irregu-

larities in the potential that defines the dot. These conductance fluctuations have

been extensively studied for two-terminal quantum dots [5–8], i.e. systems with

only a source and a drain contact. However, for quantum dots this two-terminal

conductance is often influenced by Coulomb blockade and weak localization ef-

fects, which complicate an analysis when one aims at studying other effects.

We present here a study of fluctuations in electron transport in a four -terminal

ballistic quantum dot. The dot is coupled to four reservoirs via quantum point

contacts (QPC). In such a system, the voltage path (with probes at voltage V+

and V−) can be separated from the path that is used for applying a bias current

I (see Fig. 4.1). Consequently, one can measure so-called non-local [9–12] voltage

signals that are purely due to quantum fluctuations of the chemical potential [13]

inside the dot, and for which a naive classical analysis predicts a signal very

close to zero. For linear response, this is expressed as a non-local resistance

Rnl = (V+ − V−)/I (this non-local resistance will fluctuate around a value that

is very close to zero Ohm, and is therefore studied in terms of resistance rather

than conductance). Increasing the number of open channels in the voltage probes

will result in enhanced dephasing for the electrons. With a four-terminal system,

one can study this directly since it results in a reduction of the amplitude of the

non-local resistance fluctuations. Notably, such a reduction of the fluctuation

amplitude does not occur upon increasing the number of open channels in a

two-terminal system [14]. Furthermore, such a four-terminal systems could be

used for studying signals that are due to spin. In a strong magnetic field QPCs

can be operated as spin-selective injectors or voltage probes [15]. This can be

used to generate and detect an imbalance in the chemical potential for spin-

up and spin-down electrons [16], similar to non-local spin-valve effects observed

in metallic nanodevices [17]. Also here, a four-terminal dot is an interesting

alternative to work on spin physics in dots with two-terminal devices [18–20].

However, if such a system is smaller than the electron phase coherence length,

the non-local signals with information about spin will also show fluctuations that

result from interference of electron trajectories [21].
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Figure 4.1: Electron microscope image of the device studied in this article. The

position of the reservoirs used for current biasing (I+ and I−) and voltage probes

(V+ and V−) is indicated, as well as the numbering of the gates labeled g1-g6.

Unless stated otherwise, all results presented in this article were obtained in this

non-local configuration.

In this article, we focus on our first experiments with such a four-terminal

quantum dot. We aimed at characterizing the non-local resistance fluctuations,

and studying the influence of the voltage probes on the typical amplitude of

these fluctuations. As a comparison with our experimental results we present a

numerical simulation of the non-local resistance, based on the Landauer-Büttiker

formalism [9, 22] and the kicked rotator [23, 24].

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 4.2 presents the experimental

realization. In section 4.3, we present measurements of the non-local resistance as

a function of bias voltage, gate voltage, and magnetic field, and confirm that the

observed fluctuations in the non-local resistance are the four-terminal equivalent

of universal conductance fluctuations in two-terminal systems. In section 4.4, we

analyze how the typical amplitude of the measured non-local resistance fluctua-

tions depends on the number of open channels in the voltage probes. Section 4.5

presents our theoretical analysis with a comparison to the experimental results,

before ending with conclusions.
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4.2 Experimental realization

Our device was fabricated using a GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructure containing

a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) 75 nm below the surface, purchased from

Sumitomo Electric Co. At 4.2 K, the mobility was µ = 86 m2/Vs and the electron

density was ns = 2.4 ·1015 m−2. The dot was designed with an area of 2×2 µm2.

Figure 4.1 shows and electron microscope image of the device. Six depletion gates

were deposited on the surface (15 nm of Au with a Ti sticking layer) and were

used for defining the dot in the 2DEG. Thus, the dot could also be coupled to the

four reservoirs via QPCs in a controllable manner. All four QPCs showed clear

quantized conductance steps [25,26] in measurements where only the correspond-

ing pair of gates were depleting the 2DEG. Note that throughout this article we

use that a QPC with a conductance of 2e2/h is defined as having one open chan-

nel (denoted as N = 1), i.e. we neglect spin when counting channels. The four

reservoirs were connected to macroscopic leads via Ohmic contacts, which were

realized by annealing a thin Au/Ge/Ni layer that was deposited on the surface.

All the measurements were performed with the sample at a temperature of

130 mK. We used a current bias I with standard ac lock-in techniques at 13 Hz.

Unless stated otherwise, we used I = 1 nA. The non-local resistance Rnl was

then recorded as the zero-bias differential resistance dV/dI, with V defined as

V ≡ V+ − V−. We used a floating voltmeter to measure V , thus being insensitive

to the voltage across the dot along the current path, and thereby insensitive to

Coulomb blockade and weak localization effects. On the current path, only the

I− reservoir was connected to the grounded shielding of our setup, and all gate

voltages were applied with respect to this ground.

A magnetic field could be applied, with an angle of 7o with respect to the

2DEG plane (determined from standard Hall measurements and electron focusing

effects, discussed below). The perpendicular component of this field was used for

studying the dependence of the non-local resistance on perpendicular magnetic

field. The component of the magnetic field parallel with the 2DEG plane was

oriented perpendicular to the current path. While this parallel field was about

ten times stronger than the perpendicular field, the orbital effects associated with

this parallel field are negligibly small, and it can be disregarded for all of the

experimental results presented here (and weak enough to not significantly reduce

the amplitude of resistance fluctuations [27–29]).
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Figure 4.2: Gray scale plot of the non-local resistance Rnl as a function the

voltages applied to gates g1 and g6. The axes also show the corresponding number

of open channels for the V+ and V− probes. The gray scale shows Rnl at a scale

from −500 Ω (black) to 500 Ω (white). The value of Rnl fluctuates around zero

Ohm, with a typical amplitude that decreases when the number of open channels

in the V+ and V− probes increases. The QPCs formed by gates g2 and g3, as well

as g4 and g5 (defining the current path) had a fixed conductance of 2e2/h each.

Data taken in zero magnetic field at 130 mK.
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4.3 Non-local resistance fluctuations

Figure 4.2 shows the non-local resistance Rnl as a function of the voltage applied

to gate g1 and gate g6. The other four gate voltages were kept constant during

this measurement, with the QPCs in the current path at a conductance of 2e2/h

each (one open channel, N = 1). The range of gate voltage for g1 and g6 used here

corresponds to opening the voltage-probe QPCs from nearly pinched off (N = 0)

up to about N = 8 open channels. As a function of these gate voltages, the

non-local resistance shows a random pattern of fluctuations around zero Ohm,

with maximums and minimums up to about ±500 Ω. Notably, the change in gate

voltage needed to change Rnl significantly (one fluctuation), is very similar to the

change in gate voltage needed for increasing the number of open channels in a

QPC by one. This corresponds to changing the shape of the potential that forms

the dot by a distance of about half a Fermi wavelength, which is consistent with

the length scale needed for significantly changing a random interference pattern of

electron trajectories. These non-local resistance fluctuations as a function of the

gate voltage on g1 and g6 were highly reproducible, and indeed a so-called finger

print of the sample. The identical measurement repeated after 4 days (during

which we performed strong magnetic field sweeps and a temperature cycle up to

4.2 K) showed nominally the same fluctuation pattern as in Fig. 4.2.

In Fig. 4.3 we present results of studying the dependence of the amplitude of

the non-local resistance fluctuations on the amplitude of the applied bias current

I. The figure shows measurements of Rnl as a function of the gate voltage Vg1.

The results show several fluctuations that are reproducible, but decreasing in

amplitude upon increasing the amplitude of the bias current. In this experiment,

the conductance of the other three QPCs was fixed at 2e2/h. The amplitude

of the fluctuations reduces when the measurement averages over contributions

of electrons in uncorrelated orbitals, that is, averaging over electrons that differ

in energy by more than the Thouless energy [3, 4]. When the current bias is

increased, the corresponding voltage bias Vbias increases as well (see labels in the

Fig. 4.3), and this is used to experimentally estimate the Thouless energy ETh

for our system. The amplitude of the fluctuations starts to decrease significantly

around Vbias ≈ 125 µV. This is close to a theoretical estimate [30, 31] for ETh =
�vF

L ≈ 80 µeV, where vF the Fermi velocity and L the effective width of the dot.

We now turn to measurements of the non-local resistance as a function of

perpendicular magnetic field, presented in Fig. 4.4a. Here the conductance of all

four QPCs was fixed at 2e2/h. The trace of Rnl shows random fluctuations of

similar amplitude as observed in the gate voltage dependence. From the limited
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Figure 4.3: The non-local resistance Rnl as a function of the voltage Vg1 applied to

gate g1, taken for different amplitudes of the bias current I in the lock-in detection

scheme (from 1 nA up to 50 nA). The legend shows the corresponding values for

the voltage drop across the quantum dot along the current path, obtained as

Vbias ≈ I × 2
2e2/h . The curves show a reduction of the amplitude of the non-local

resistance fluctuations with increasing Vbias. The conductance of the QPC formed

by g5 and g6 (defining the V− probe) is set at 2e2/h. For further experimental

parameters see Fig. 4.2.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.4: a) The non-local resistance Rnl as a function of magnetic field. The

magnetic field is given on the scale of the perpendicular component of the total

applied field. For this measurement all four QPCs are defined to have a conduc-

tance of 2e2/h. The inset presents the same data for a wider range of the magnetic

field, showing the onset of electron focusing effects for perpendicular fields larger

than ± 140 mT. The curves in b) show the non-local resistance as a function of

the voltage applied to gate g1 at different values of the perpendicular magnetic

field. The conductance of the QPC formed by g5 and g6 (defining the V− probe)

is kept at 2e2/h. For further experimental parameters see Fig. 4.2.
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amount of data in this trace (we did not use data from fields in excess of ±140 mT,

see below), the magnetic field scale for significantly changing the value of Rnl (the

correlation field ∆Bc) is estimated to be around 10 mT. For obtaining a more

precise estimate, we studied fluctuations in Rnl as a function of gate voltage Vg1,

for different values of the perpendicular field (Fig. 4.4b). This data confirms that

changing the perpendicular magnetic field gives access to completely different

patterns of random fluctuations in Rnl. The changes appear to be significant

only after increasing the applied perpendicular field by 14 mT or more. This

is in good agreement with the theoretical value ∆Bc = C(h
e ) 1

L2 , from theory for

universal conductance fluctuations [3]. For the constant C = 1, the formula simply

expresses the magnetic field needed for adding one flux quantum h/e through

the dot, and gives a value of ∆Bc ≈ 1.2 mT for the effective area of our dot.

The discrepancy between the measured value and this estimate for C = 1, can

be explained by the fact that ∆Bc is enhanced by a factor of ∼ 2 due to flux

cancelation effects for electrons that move ballistically between the edges of the

dot [2, 32]. Further, ∆Bc is enhanced by a factor 4
√

ndot ≈ 9 (where ndot ≈ 8000

the number of electrons in the dot), because electrons have a finite dwell time

in the dot, and the relevant area before escape of typical trajectories is therefore

smaller than the dot [30]. The measured value for ∆Bc is in agreement with the

width of a weak-localization peak around zero magnetic field [3], observed in the

two-terminal resistance (breaking the time-reversal symmetry).

The inset of Fig. 4.4a) shows the appearance of much higher peaks in Rnl (up

to 3 kΩ) for perpendicular magnetic fields stronger than ±140 mT. We could

confirm that these peaks are due to electron focusing and skipping orbit effects.

With only the three gates g1, g2 and g3 depleting the 2DEG, our device is identical

to devices used for electron focusing experiments by Van Houten et al. [33], and

we observe very similar focusing peaks as in this work at only one polarity of the

magnetic field. With the dot formed, these effects cause peaks in Rnl at both

polarities of the magnetic field. The onset of these effects at ±140 mT agrees

with a focusing radius of about 1 µm.

4.4 Influence of voltage probes

The presence of additional voltage probes on a quantum dot system will act as

source of dephasing for the electrons in the dot, and this effect should increase

when the coupling between the dot and the probe reservoirs is enhanced. Ear-

lier work recognized that non-local voltage probes on a mesoscopic system are a

source of dephasing [34, 35], and in theoretical work an additional voltage probe
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of the mean 〈Rnl〉 and rms standard deviation ∆Rnl of

fluctuations in the measured non-local resistance Rnl, as a function of the total

number open of channels in the voltage probes NV + + NV − (squared dots). The

statistics are from sets of data as in Fig. 4.2, but with time-reversal symmetry

broken by weak magnetic fields (β = 2). The round dots with solid line present a

fit of the theoretical model that describes the values of ∆Rnl (see text for details).

is often used to model a source of dephasing [36,37]. This can be directly studied

with our system. The amplitude of the non-local resistance fluctuations (which

result from electron phase coherence) should decrease when the voltage probes are

tuned to carry more open channels. To study this effect we used data sets of the

type presented in Fig. 4.2. We concentrate on the case where the time-reversal

symmetry is broken (β = 2) by applying weak magnetic fields, since this allows

us to get statistics from a larger set of data.

For a data set as in Fig. 4.2, the total number of open channels in the voltage

probes (NV + +NV −) is lowest in the bottom left corner of the graph, and highest

in the top right corner. Inspection of Rnl in Fig. 4.2 confirms that the typical

amplitude of the fluctuations decreases when the voltage probes get more open

channels. For a more quantitative analysis of this observation, we determined

the mean 〈Rnl〉 and root-mean-square (rms) standard deviation ∆Rnl of the non-

local resistance for traces recorded at a fixed number of channels in the voltage

probes. This can be obtained by following Rnl along lines with constant NV + +
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NV −. The theory in the next section shows that, on such a line, ∆Rnl should

also show a weak dependence on NV + - NV −. However, we do not have sufficient

data to study this, and simply average along lines with constant NV + + NV −.

The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 4.5. The large error bars for

〈Rnl〉 and ∆Rnl in Fig. 4.5 are due to the fact that we could only record a finite

number of independent data sets with fluctuations in Rnl (see Ref. [38] for further

details).

The results in Fig. 4.5 confirm that 〈Rnl〉 is very close to zero, for all values of

NV + + NV − . More interestingly, ∆Rnl smoothly decreases as a function NV + +

NV −, demonstrating directly the dephasing influence of the voltage probes for

the electrons in the quantum dot. The typical fluctuation amplitude approaches

zero when the dot becomes fully open (very strong coupling to a reservoir). For

a quantitative evaluation of this observation, we will first present a theoretical

model in the next Section.

4.5 Theoretical analysis

For our theoretical modeling we consider a ballistic chaotic cavity connected to

four reservoirs through quantum point contacts. A net current I flows between

two of the contacts (from I+ to I−), while there is no net current flowing into

two contacts used as voltage probes (contacts V+ and V−). We use the Landauer-

Büttiker formalism to derive the relations between the current I and the voltages

of the four contacts [21],

I =
1

2

(
2e2

h

)
[((N1 − T11) + (N2 − T22) + T12 + T21)

Vbias

2
+(T23−T13)V3+(T24−T14)V4],

(4.1a)

V3 =
Vbias

2

(N4 − T44)(T31 − T32) + T34(T41 − T42)

(N3 − T33)(N4 − T44) − T34T43
, (4.1b)

V4 =
Vbias

2

(N3 − T33)(T41 − T42) + T43(T31 − T32)

(N3 − T33)(N4 − T44) − T34T43
, (4.1c)

where we used (for concise labeling) notation according to

I+ ↔ 1,

I− ↔ 2,

V+ ↔ 3,

V− ↔ 4.

Here the Tij are the transmission probabilities from contact i to j, while the Ni

are the number of open channels in contact i. The voltages Vi are all defined
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Figure 4.6: a) Theoretical rms values of fluctuations in the non-local resistance

(∆Rnl), as a function of the total number open of channels in the voltage probes

NV + + NV −. The two curves present results for a system with (β = 1) and

without (β = 2) time-reversal symmetry. The QPCs for the current path were

assumed to have a conductance of 2e2/h. The data is obtained from a Landauer-

Büttiker description of the quantum dot system and numerical simulations based

on random matrix theory. b) Theoretical rms values of fluctuations in Rnl, as a

function of the difference in number open of channels in the two voltage probes,

NV + − NV −, at fixed values of NV + + NV −. The data in a) presents ∆Rnl

values for NV + +NV −, that have been averaged over all possible combinations of

NV + − NV −.
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with respect to a ground [39] which is defined such that V1 = +Vbias/2 and

V2 = −Vbias/2, where Vbias = V1 − V2 is the voltage across the dot in the current

path that is consistent with a bias current I. The measured voltage V in the

experiments corresponds to the quantity V = V3−V4, and the non-local resistance

is then

Rnl =
V3 − V4

I
. (4.2)

We obtain the mean and root-mean-square (rms) of the Rnl by generating a set

of random scattering matrices with the kicked rotator [23,24]. The kicked rotator

gives a stroboscopic description of the dynamics in the quantum dot, which is

a good approximation of the real dynamics for time scales larger then the time

of flight across the dot. The particular implementation we used is described in

detail in Ref. [40]. In a certain parameter range, this model gives results which

are equivalent to random matrix theory [3]. In our simulations we use parameters

in this range, the details of which can be found in Ref. [40].

Figure 4.6 presents the results from these numerical simulations. We focus on

analysis of the fluctuations in Rnl, since the mean values of Rnl simply always

gave zero, in agreement with the experimental results [21]. Figure 4.6a shows the

dependence of the fluctuations in Rnl on the total number of open channels in the

voltage probes NV + + NV −, for systems with time-reversal symmetry (β = 1)

and broken time-reversal symmetry (β = 2). The results in Fig. 4.6b show that

the fluctuations in Rnl have (besides a strong dependence on NV + + NV − as in

Fig. 4.6a) a weak dependence on the difference NV + - NV − (presented only for

the case β = 2). This is not further studied in detail, and the results in Fig. 4.6a

present values that are averaged over all the possible combinations NV + - NV −,

as in the analysis of the experimental results.

Qualitatively, the theoretical results of Fig. 4.6a agree very well with the ex-

perimental results of Fig. 4.5. However, while the model system gives non-local

resistance Rnl values that fluctuate with an rms value of a few kΩ, the experi-

mental values (β = 2) are only of order 200 Ω. The numerical and experimental

values differ by a factor of about 20, as illustrated by the fit in Fig. 4.5: Fitting

the theoretical data points of Fig. 4.6 on the experimental values, using a simple

pre-factor that scales the theoretical values as fitting parameter, gives 0.05 ≈ 1
20

for this pre-factor.

The discrepancy between the numerical and the experimental results is most

likely due to the presence of a dephasing mechanism for electrons inside the quan-

tum dot (and possibly due to the finite temperature of 130 mK in the exper-

iments). Moreover, such dephasing is consistent with the simple scaling that

was needed to obtain agreement between theory and experiment. Theory for
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two-terminal quantum dots gives that the influence of dephasing on the ampli-

tude of conductance fluctuations is that it scales the amplitude down by a factor

(1 + τd/τφ), where τd is the mean dwell time in the dot and τφ is the dephasing

time [36, 41]. Assuming a similar approach for our system, and that the reduced

amplitude of the fluctuations in our experiment is mainly due to dephasing, gives

(1 + τd/τφ) ≈ 20 for our system.

4.6 Conclusions

We investigated quantum fluctuations in electron transport with a ballistic, chaotic

quantum dot that was strongly coupled to four reservoirs via quantum point

contacts. The four-terminal geometry allowed for studying fluctuations in the

non-local resistance. We used the dependence of the non-local resistance fluctu-

ations on bias voltage, gate voltage and magnetic field to show that these are

the equivalent of universal conductance fluctuations in two-terminal systems, and

we showed that with a four-terminal system these fluctuations can be studied

without being hindered by Coulomb-blockade and weak-localization effects. Fur-

thermore, the four-terminal geometry was used to demonstrate directly that the

amplitude of fluctuations in electron transport is reduced when the coupling be-

tween a quantum dot system and voltage probes is enhanced. Here, we obtain

good qualitative agreement with a model based on Landauer-Büttiker formalism

and random matrix theory, but a quantitative evaluation indicates that there is an

intrinsic orbital dephasing mechanism that reduces the amplitude of the non-local

resistance fluctuations. Our results are of importance for further work with four-

terminal quantum dots on dephasing and electron-spin dynamics in such systems,

where the electron-transport signals of interest will always have fluctuations of

the type that is reported here.
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5

Non-local measurement of spin accumula-

tion in an open quantum dot

We experimentally investigate an open quantum dot which is connected to the

reservoirs via four Quantum Point Contacts as a device where one can measure

spin accumulation. Spin resolved transport through the QPCs is achieved by

applying a large magnetic field parallel with the plane where the 2DEG is. We

investigate two simple models of such a device, a resistor model and a model based

on Landauer-Büttiker formalism. Based on these models, one expects spin signal

of several kΩs (value which is dependent on the spin-flip time τsf ). Experimental

proof of principle of the device is obtained. We then discuss the experimental

details which may mask the desired spin signals in our device.
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5.1 Introduction

Spin transport in nano-devices in ballistic regime and at low temperatures is an

attractive research area which, besides its intrinsic fundamental nature, might lead

to new types of devices useful in applications [1]. One major research direction is

single electron quantum dots, where spin plays a fundamental role in quantum’s

dot properties [2]. For exemple, double single electron quantum dots are studied

as potential semiconductor qubits [1, 2]. Spin accumulation was also studied in

continuum of electrons regime, where a device exploiting the well known focusing

technique, is used to detect spin signals [3–6]. This method is important because

it combines in a single device both injection and detection of spins.

Our proposal is a device which exploits the gap between the two above men-

tioned type of experiments. We designed and measured a quantum dot device,

connected to the reservoirs via four Quantum Point Contacts, in which the de-

tection of spin accumulation is done non-locally. Our dot is an open quantum

dot which contains thousands of electrons (in between the single electron and

continuum of electrons type of experiments). The spin transport in our device

can be easily modelled using a simple resistor model which offers a direct way of

extracting spin flip time τsf . Furthermore, once the spin accumulation detection

is acomplished, the device can be changed (elongating it), allowing the study of

what happens when the spin accumulation changes its character from quasi 2D

to 1D (which will be affected by spin-orbit coupling for exemple).

5.2 Theoretical description

In this section is given a description of the principle of operation of the device,

as well as basic theoretical estimations of the magnitude of the expected spin

signal. A typical measured device is shown in figure 1. It consists of an open

quantum dot of rectangular shape coupled to the leads through four Quantum

Point Contacts (QPCs). The gates which define the QPCs are patterned on the

top of a standard 2DEG. Spin accumulation is detected in a non-local geometry,

where the current leads (I+ and I−) are connected to one half of the device and

the voltage leads (V+ and V−) are connected to the other half. In order to induce

spin resolved tranport channels we use large magnetic field which is parallel with

the plane of the 2DEG. Due to Zeeman splitting, the conductance is spin resolved

at the additional plateaux of e2

h .

One possible geometry where the non-local voltage probes should measure

spin accumulation is also shown in figure 1. The current biased QPCs are set to
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Figure 5.1: A SEM picture of a similar device measued in this chapter. The

numbering of the gates as well the contacts for the non-local geometry are also

indicated. With arrows are shown the settings for conductance (spin resolved or

not) for each of the QPCs.

transmit for one of them 2e2

h (therefore two spin channels) and for the other one
e2

h (spin polarized channel). The voltage probes QPCs are biased in a similar way

(in figure 1 the way the QPCs settings are fixed is described using arrows for each

spin species). In this way the dot is populated with spin-up for which there is no

obstacle to communicate with all the leads and therefore brings no contribution

to the non-local voltage and only the spin-down, after being injected from the

I+ QPC, can alter the V− voltage probe, therefore leading to a non-zero signal,

solely due to spin-down in the dot.

In the previous description there is, however, no direct indication of the mag-

nitude of the expected spin signal. A simple description, based on a resistor

model can be given if one takes into account that a QPC can be described as

two parallel resistors, each carrying a value of h
e2 or around 26kΩ in resistance.

An equivalent electronic description of the device can be seen in figure 2 bottom.

The circuit is made from two parallel planes where the resistance for spin-up and

spin-down form stars. Between the nodes of the spin-up and spin-down stars is

another resistance which is introduced to simulate spin flip processes. Based on

the theoretical description of spin flip resistance in the case of all metal spin valve

device [7], one can simply find a description for the spin flip resistance as:
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the non-local resistance as a function of the spin flip resistance

and spin flip time. The resistor model based on which the Rnl was calculated is

shown in the cartoon below.
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Rsf =
P 2τsf

e2νA
(5.1)

where P is the polarization of each QPC, τsf is the spin flip time, e is the

electron charge, ν is the 2D density of states and A is the area of the device.

With this simple formula one can link the values for the non-local resistance Rnl

(which depends on the Rsf to the spin-flip time τsf . The non-local resistance is

calculated as:

Rnl =
V+ − V−

I
(5.2)

where I is the current flowing through the circuit. After lenghtly but straith-

forward calculations, an expression for Rnl is found. Note that the cartoon in

figure 2 bottom represent the actual settings necessary to obtain spin signal (spin

resolved QPCs are modeled as on spin resistor of h
e2 and the other infinit large.)

In figure 2 top is ploted Rnl as a function of Rsf and τsf . The first conclusion is

the spin signal is negative and with values ranging in the kΩs range (depending

of course on the spin-flip time τsf . Secondly, the non-local resistance saturates

at very large spin flip resistance, since in this case, the resistors which form the

QPC act as voltage deviders, with a saturation value of − h
4e2 . It was checked by

numerical simulations if other settings of the QPCs (which should not produce

any spin signal in the above description) give indeed null results and the answer

is affirmative: only in the above conditions negative non-local resistance can be

found.

The resistor model described above is a good description of our device since

the measurement method is done at time scales higher with several orders of mag-

nitude as all the time scales of the physical processes involved. However, there are

aspects of the physics happening in the device which cannot be described in the

resistor model. The transport in our device is done in the ballistic regime, where

electrons can be described as waves. In previous chapter was discussed a phenom-

ena which is due to interference of electron waves (resistance fluctuations) [8]. Our

spin accumulation experiment can also be described within Landauer-Büttiker for-

malism, which is inherently based on the wave nature of the electron. One can

estimate the non-local resistance as a function of the transmission probabilities

between different QPCs as:

Rnl =
h

2e2

TV+→I+TV−→I− − TV+→I−TV−→I+

S
(5.3)

where S is the standard determinant of the transmission matrix [9]. For the

notations involved in the above formula plese refer to the previous chapter or figure
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1. The Landauer-Büttiker formalism is a simple way of calculating the output of

our device provided the transmission probabilities. In the previous chapter they

were calculated based on numerical simullations. The same can be done here but

the range of available results is very large. Complications arise when one tries to

include the spin flip processes (which are easily obtained in the resistor model)

leading to lenghtly formulas.

5.3 Experimental results

Our device is fabricated on an AlGaAs-GaAs heterostructure containing a two

dimensional electron gas (2DEG) 75 nm below the surface, purchased from Sum-

itomo Electric Co. At 4.2K, the mobility and density were µ = 8.6 × 105 cm2 V−1

s−1 and ns = 2.4 × 1011 cm−2. The dot is designed with an area of 2x2 µm2 and

the SEM picture of the device, together with the connection of the leads and the

gates are represented in figure 1. All the measurements were performed in current

bias (of 1nA) using standard ac lock-in techniques at a temperature of 130mK.

This value of current is used in all the measurements unless otherwise stated.

The magnetic field was applied parallel with the plane formed by the 2DEG. The

component of the magnetic field parralel with the plane of the 2DEG is oriented

perpendicular with the current path. The following notation conventions were

used in describing how the gates defining the dot are biased:

1. V+ is the QPC defined by gates 1 and 2. Gate 2 is always fixed at -1.8V

and the voltage on gate 1 is changed.

2. V− is the QPC defined by gates 5 and 6. Gate 5 is always fixed at -1.8V

and the voltage on gate 6 is changed.

3. I+ is the QPC defined by gates 2 and 3. Gate 2 is always fixed at -1.8V and

the voltage on gate 3 is changed.

4. I− is the QPC defined by gates 4 and 5. Gate 5 is always fixed at -1.8V

and the voltage on gate 4 is changed.

The operating conditions (the voltages on the gates defining the dot) are ob-

tained after carefull measurements of the individual QPCs in a three terminal

configuration (in magnetic field). This is due to the fact that, when all the gates

are on (voltages are applied), the electrostatic potential of each QPC is raised

more then the case were the QPCs are defined only by the adjacent gates. This

acts as a cross talk between the QPC which has to be carefull calibrated since one
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needs to know very precisely the transmission through each QPC. An exemple on

non-local resistance measurements is shown in figure 3. The strategy to prove spin

accumulation here is to sweep the voltages on the single spin QPCs (V+ and I−)

while maintaining the other two fixed (at conductance of 2e2

h ). The sweep is done

changing gate 1 (V+), covering both 2e2

h and e2

h regimes at different I− settings

(also for 2e2

h and e2

h ). The results show that in the case where the conditions for

spin accumulation are satisfied, there is a drop towards negative values in the non-

local resistance, reaching 1.5kΩ. In all other cases, the non-local resistance has

a flat dependence on gate 1 (with variations due to resistance fluctuations). The

settings for the I− are shown in figure 3 bottom on the left. It is worth mentioning

that the measured signals have a phase around zero (or 180 degrees), which in our

ac lock-in measurement system represents pure resistive signals. Phases around

90 degrees sugest capacitive couplings which can be caused by the pinch-off of one

of the QPCs involved. This situation was avoided by carefull calibration of the

QPC. The situation is further complicated by the fact that the conductance for a

QPC when all the gates are on affected by resonances and nonlinear features as

can be clearly seen in figure 3 bottom [10].

In order to further validate the results obtained in figure 3, it was measured

the dependence of the non-local resistance whith all the voltages on the gates

fixed (in several conditions) as a function of the parallel magnetic field. Such

measurements are shown in figure 4. There are several situations ploted, some

which should show spin signals and others which should not. The black dots

correspond to spin signal configurations and the open symbols and the lines are

situations where no spin accumulation should be present. All the curves have the

same behaviour in the almost whole range of magnetic field showing resistance

fluctuations (in previous chapter was shown that there are strong resistance fluc-

tuations of absolute values up to 500 Ω). A significative difference happens have

a drop of almost 600 Ohms negative values whereas the other curves remain at

the same values. The interpretation of this result is complicated by the fact the

individual quantization curves shift as a function of magnetic field (which seems

to be a material related issue, different wafers measured in the lab of newer date

showing no such behaviour, see next chapter). In fact, an analysis of quantization

curves measured in a three terminal configuration, shows that the conditions for

spin accumulation are satisfied for about 200mT, fact which is in accordance with

the measurements.
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Figure 5.3: Non-local resistance as a function of the voltage on gate 1 at different

settings of gate 4. Below are shown the conductance through each QPC (V+ and

I−) measured at 7.9 Tesla and in a three terminal configuration.
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Figure 5.4: Non-local resistance measured as a function of magnetic field. The

black symbols correspond to the case where spin accumulation should be mea-

sured. The white symbol and the lines are cases where no spin accumulation

should appear.
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5.4 Conclusions

In the above described experiments, non-local resistances were measured of nega-

tive values and ranging from 600 up to 1500 Ohms. This are consisting with pre-

dictions of a resistor model simulating our device. Based on this predictions, we

can suggest the spin flip time in our device is in the order of tens of nanoseconds.

Even though the results seem to indicate non-local detection of spin accumulation,

there are several issues that have to be further clarified for a clear proof of spin

accumulation measurements. First, resistance fluctuations have to be averaged

out. For exemple, in the experiments presented in figure 4, the resistance fluctu-

ations should average out to zero and the only increase in the non-local signal as

a function of magnetic field (for the favourable scenarios) would provide the evi-

dence for spin accumulation. The experiment will benefit from a choice of material

(2DEG heterostructure) which gives conductance quantization non-dependent on

magnetic field. Lower temperatures and a favorable choice of material provide

spin resolved plateaus of good flatness, which will help in setting the operation

conditions for measuremnt of spin accumulation.
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6

Quantized conductance in magnetic field:

spin resolved plateaus and g-factors

In this chapter is discussed the behaviour of Quantum Point Contacts in magnetic

field parallel with the 2DEG. The main interest is the extraction of the Lande

g-factor and the study of the dependence on geometrical properties of the QPCs.

First a brief survey of literature is given where similar experiments were carried

out. The next section is dedicated to the procedures to extract the values of

g-factor from experimental data. In the last part of this chapter is discussed how

the experimentally extracted g-factor depends on the QPCs width and how this

can be explained in an interaction picture where the exchange interaction plays a

key role.
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and g-factors

6.1 QPCs in magnetic field

Quantum Point Contacts are important building blocks of modern day quantum

devices, where they can be used as single charge sensors, just to name a single

application in the field of quantum information [1]. They also have important

applications in the field of spintronis, more precisely, spintronics done in the

ballistic regime [2–6]. Here, lifting the spin degeneracy by application of a large

magnetic field parallel with sample plane (parallel with the 2DEG) makes the QPC

an ideal spin injector (even though it is unipolar, depending on the direction of the

field applied). There are already devices, based on focusing effects of electrons,

where spin injection was realized, using spin degenerate QPCs as injectors and

detectors.

As seen from the previous chapter, we are interested in devices containing

four Quantum Point Contacts, and these QPCs are all operating in magnetic

field. Before proceeding to more detailed discussion, it will be useful to describe

the physics of a Quantum Point Contact in magnetic field. For this we are dis-

cussing figure 1, where the quantized conductance in zero magnetic field and in

high magnetic field is shown. The main difference is the appearence of an extra

plateaux at odd multiples of e2

h . This is the clear signature that the spin de-

generacy is lifted by the magnetic field, therefore each spin resolved subband is

individually contributing to the conduction. The cartoon below the experimen-

tally data shows this in more detailed. The difference between the subbands is

given by the Zeeman energy ∆EZ = g∗µBB where g∗ is the effective g-factor, µB

is the Bohr magnetron and B is the magnetic field.

6.1.1 Literature review

The description given in the previous section is a fairly simple one. If one is trying

to analyze the experimental data where the QPCs are studied in magnetic field

parralel with the 2DEG’s plane, one is discovering complications and addtional

features which are difficult to explain. For example, in figure 2 is shown an

overviews of the g-factors measured in similar experiments: QPCs in magnetic

field parallel with the 2DEG’s plane. The purpose of these experiments was

different, ranging from spintronic applications, study of 0.7 structure or detection

of single electron spins [7–9]. The purpose of figure 2 is to differentiate in the

previous mentioned experiments if quantized conductance shows spin resolved

plateaus or not as a function of the density and mobility of the wafers where the

measurements where performed. With filled symbols are the experiments where

spin resolved plateaus are measured (an implicitly g-factors are extracted) and
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Figure 6.1: Top: quantized conductance in zero magnetic field and in high mag-

netic field, parallel with the 2DEG’s plane. Note the extra plateaux at e2

h Below:

cartoon of the subband level in no magnetic field and in high magnetic field.

with empty ones where the data in magnetic field has no additional plateaus.

Additionally, data shows also how the data depends on the direction of magnetic

field relative to the current flowing trough QPC. As one can see, there is an

apparent trend of low densities and high mobilities wafers where the spin plateaus

are resolved.
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Figure 6.2: Literature review of the presence or absence of spin resolved plateaus

in Quantum Point Contacts in the case when the magnetic field is applied parallel

with 2DEG’s plane. The black points represent represent experiments where the

spin resolved plateaux was succesfully resolved. The orientation of the magnetic

field with respect to the current flowing through the QPC is also shown. The

empty symbols stand for wafers where no spin resolved plateaus were measured.

The boxed points are the wafers used in this thesis.

6.2 QPC characterization and extraction of g-

factors

There are several ways of extracting the g-factor from the conductance of a QPC

in magnetic field [10]. The most common, which is used by several authors, is

also used in this work. It uses the dependence of the derivative of quantized

conductance at different magnetic fields with respect to the gate voltage. The

conversion between the gate volgate and the energy of the electrostatic potential

defining the QPC is then extracted from the DC bias spectroscopy of the QPC

in magnetic field. This procedures yields in the end the g-factor. These steps are

discussed in detailed below.

The Quantum Point Contacts (the exemple of the design used is shown in

figure 3) are patterned using Electron Beam Lithography on top of a AlGaAs-
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Figure 6.3: SEM picture and conductance as a function of gate voltage for all the

Quantum Point Contacts. For this particular device the length was kept constant

at 300 nm and the width of the QPCs was varied. For the actual measurements

only four quantum point contacts were used (a, b, c, e). QPC d had no spin

resolved plateaux and QPC f, g , h had strong resonances in the region before

pinch-off as well as strong magnetic field dependence of the conductance (shift of

the pinch-off voltage of 100 mV at 8 Tesla.

GaAs heterostructure purchased from Sumitomo Electric Co. The mobility and

density at 4.2K are µ = 8.6 × 105 cm2 V−1s−1 and ns = 2.4 × 1011 cm−2. The

measurements were carried out at a base temperature of 130mK and the sample

is attached to the cold finger of a dillution refrigerator. The magnetic field is

provided by a superconducting magnet, with fields reaching 9 Tesla. The electrical

measurements were performed by applying a constant voltage of 10µV acroos

the sample. The resulting current is recorded and the voltage drop across the
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QPCs is also recorded with an additional voltage amplifier. These four terminal

measurement method allows precise measurement of the resistance of the QPC,

without parazitic resistances of the cables, ohmics or circuitry. For DC bias

measurements an external DC voltage was supplied to our voltage controlled

voltage source where the two signals were added (the DC bias and the small AC

modulation of 10µV used for measurements of differential conductance). In figure

3 are also shown the direction of the magnetic field and the current through the

QPC. Throughout this chapter, the settings for the dimensions of the QPCs in

figure 3 are kept fixed. The graph in figure 3 shows an exemple of the conductance

of all 8 QPCs. One can see that for QPCs with large width, the conductance is

disturbed, with resonances and irregular shapes. Otherwise, the conductances of

the QPCs are well defined, especially for small width QPCs. This can be explained

by the fact that there are impurities in the 2DEG and for large QPCs they are

affecting the transport.

In order to extract g-factors in a QPC two types of data are required. The first

(together with extra processing of data) is shown in figure 4. Figure 4 a show the

quantized conductance as a function of magnetic field, from zero up to 9 Tesla.

Extra spin resolved plateaus are clearly seen. As a mention, the 0.7 structure seen

at zero magnetic field evolves towards the spin resolved plateaux, a signature of

the spin nature of this particular feature. If one extracts the transconductance

(the derivative of the conductance with respect to the gate voltage as seen in figure

4 b), it is clear that the distance between the first two peaks is increasing with

increasing the magnetic field. This distance (measured in units of the gate voltage)

is direct proportional with the Zeeman energy. If one extracts this distance (as

can be seen in figure 5) and ploted as a function of magnetic field, the slope of the

linear part will be proportional to the g∗µB . The only unknown constant here is

the factor of proportionality between the change in the gate voltage and change

in the energy levels of the point contact.

This energy can be extracted from the DC bias spectroscopy of the levels.

Figure 6 shows a typical colour plot of the transconductance as a function of DC

bias and gate voltage at 8 Tesla. One can see that, additionaly to the diamonds

related to spin degenerate subbands (similar to no magnetic field case), there

are extra diamonds corresponding to transport via spin subbands. Conversion

between the change in the energy of the 1D constriction and change in gate volgate

can be found by mapping the gate voltages difference between two peaks in the

transconductance at fixed bias voltage. In figure 6 are also shown the position

of the energy levels corresponding to the two points. The conversion factor is

η = 81.42µeVSD/mVG. Using this conversion factor and the slope from figure 5,
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Figure 6.4: a) Magnetic field dependence of the quantized conductance. b) Mag-

netic field dependence of the transconductance.

one can extract the values of the g-factor.
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Figure 6.5: Distance between the first two peaks (measured in gate voltage) as a

function of the magnetic field. The linear region used to extract the slope is also

shown.

6.3 g-factors dependence on size of the QPCs

Using the above discussed steps, g-factors for all the QPCs in figure 3 are ex-

tracted. The results are ploted in figure 7 as a function of the QPCs width. Only

4 points are shown out of 8 QPCs. For very large ones, the resonances and extra

structure made very difficult to clearly extract from the transconductance data

the Zeeman energy dependence on magnetic field. Additionaly, the conductance

was found to depend strongly on the magnetic field, shifting the pinch-off volt-

age by more than 50 mV. The QPC with the smallest width has shown no spin

resolved plateaus. However, recent additional measurements of similar devices,

where most of the QPCs showed well resolved spin plateaus, confirm the depen-

dency presented here with more points. The main result shown in figure 7 is that

the apparent g-factor is dependent on the QPC width in a sensitive and measur-

able way. By a change in the width of the QPC of 250nm, one can get a change

in the apparent g-factor of 0.4. Similar results are shown to be present also when

the length of the QPC is varied, even though in this case the relative change in

the g-factor values is smaller.
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Figure 6.6: Plot of transconductance as a function of the DC bias and gate voltage.

On the z-axis the white corresponds to low values and black to high values. On

the cartoon on the right side are shown the energy levels corresponding the points

on the left.

The physics highlightened by these experiments is related with the influence of

the electrostatic potential of the QPC (potential which is changed by changing the

width or the length of the electrostatic gates defining the QPC) on the exchange

interaction between the spin subband in the presence of a magnetic field parallel

with the 2DEG’s plane. The cartoon in figure 8 describes how exchange interac-

tion induces and larger apparent Zeeman splitting (hence an enhanced g-factor).

The explanation is based on the fact that electrons are fermions and therefore the

total wavefunction (following Pauli exclusion principle) should be antisymmetric.

However, due to the fact that in magnetic field, electrons with the same spin filled

the spin resolved subbands, makes the spin part of the total wavefunction to be

symmetric. This leads to an antisymmetric orbital wavefunction which in turns

implies that, physically, the electrons are pushed further away from each other,

leading to less Coulomb energy repulsion between them. This means that the first

spin polarized subband has a lower energy leading to an increase in the Zeeman

energy (the difference between the spin up and spin down polarized subbands).

This applies when the Fermi energy is between the spin resolved subbands. When

the Fermi energy is above the first two spin resolved subbands, then the situation

changes and the exchange term is reduced to zero. This situation is confirmed
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Figure 6.7: g-factors at different sizes of the Quantum Point Contacts. The

variation in g-factor δg = 0.3 is obtained for a change in the QPC width of 250

nm, for this specific wafer.

by numerical self-consistent solutions of the Schrodinger equations, where the os-

cillatory nature of the g-factor dependence on the Fermi energy crossing trough

various spin subbands is clearly shown.

Enhanced Zeeman energy due to exchange interaction is a well know phe-

nomena, which found experimental proof in devices where Quantum Hall Effect

was measured [11–16]. However, for our experiments, we are not yet aware of

any argument which can relate the enhanced Zeeman energy with changes in the

electrostatic potential (or subband energies to be more precise). This relation

would of remarkable importance, if one can find the theoretical arguments for it.

There is, however, correspondence of out experimental data with existing theory.

This is shown in figure 8. Following the theoretical predictions in Majumdar, a

formula for the dependence of g-factor on 1D density of electrons and magnetic

field applied parallel with 2DEG’s plane is found:

|g∗| = |g| + 2e2√n1D

εsπ3/2µBB‖

F (6.1)

where g is the bulk GaAs g-factor of -0.44, n1D is the 1D density of electrons, εs

is the dielectric constant, µB is the Bohr magnetron and B‖ is the magnetic field.
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Figure 6.8: Cartoon showing the enhancement of the Zeeman energy when the

Fermi energy is situated between the spin resolved subbands.

Here F represents a long function of physical constants of the 1D constriction.

Realistic simulation of this formula will give however very large values for the

g-factor (up to 100) which, by comparison with the experiment, are not real.

However, the formalism based on which this formula was calculated, gives the

correct behaviour of the g-factor when the Fermi energy changes. We tried to

find a way to apply this formula to our data, to see if the dependencies it suggests

can be confirmed by our data. Since we do not have dependence of the g-factor on

the magnetic field, we concentrate on the dependence on n1D. We have however,

only one value for the g-factor for each QPC. The procedure is as follows: we

try to estimate on simple arguments the n1D and this extracted n1D is ploted

as a function of
√

n1D for each QPC. In order to determine n1D we simulate the

potential of the QPC close to pinch-off, based on an electrostatic model. The

results are shown in figure 9. There is a clear correspondence in shape between

the g∗ and the
√

n1D multiplied with an arbitrary constant.

In summary, we have investigated the dependence of g∗ on the width of Quan-

tum Point Contacts. The values for the apparent g-factor g∗ were extracted from

the transconductance variation with magnetic field and DC bias spectroscopy of

QPC. We observe a clear dependence on the width of the QPC of the g-factor.

Smallest width QPC gives the largest value for the g-factor and we can change
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Figure 6.9: g-factors at different sizes of the Quantum Point Contacts and a

function proportional with the
√

n1D.

the absolute value of g∗ by 0.4 when the width of the QPCs is increased with

250nm for our wafer. Using a simple estimantion of the n1D we find that the g∗

show the same dependence as
√

n1D on QPC size, fact which is in agreement with

existing theoretical descriptions.
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7

Persistence of the 0.7 anomaly of quantum

point contacts in high magnetic fields

A quantum point contact (QPC) is a short ballistic transport channel between

two electron reservoirs. Its conductance as a function of channel width is quan-

tized [1,2] and shows plateaus at integer multiples of 2e2/h, where e the electron

charge and h Planck’s constant. Remarkably, almost all semiconductor QPCs

show an additional plateau at ∼ 0.7(2e2/h). Earlier work [3–10] related this ”0.7

anomaly” to a spontaneous removal of spin degeneracy in zero magnetic field for

the lowest one-dimensional subband in the QPC. We measured this energy split-

ting, and studied how it evolves into a splitting that is the sum of the Zeeman

effect and a field-independent exchange contribution when applying a magnetic

field. While this exchange contribution shows sample-to-sample fluctuations, it

is for all QPCs correlated with the zero-field splitting of the 0.7 anomaly. This

provides evidence that the splitting of the 0.7 anomaly is dominated by this field-

independent exchange splitting.
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7.1 Introduction

Understanding the 0.7 anomaly has been the topic of on-going research for more

than a decade now [11, 12], and is of interest for spintronics and quantum infor-

mation proposals where QPCs are a key element. It cannot be described with

a single-particle theory, and QPCs are therefore also an important model sys-

tem for studies of many-body physics in nanodevices. Recent progress includes

evidence that the 0.7 anomaly has similarities with transport through a Kondo

impurity [6,13]. This is now supported by numerical simulations of realistic QPC

geometries that show that a bound spin-polarized many-body state can sponta-

neously form inside an open QPC system [10]. Graham et al. reported evidence

that many-body effects also play a role in magnetic fields at crossings between

Zeeman levels of different subbands [14], and at crossings of spin-split subbands

with reservoir levels [15]. We report here how the many-body effects in QPCs

depend on the QPC geometry. We study spin-splittings within one-dimensional

subbands, both in zero field and high magnetic fields. While this type of data

from individual devices has been reported before [4,16], we report here data from

a set of 12 QPCs with identical material parameters. This allows us to draw

attention to an exchange contribution to the splitting in high magnetic fields, and

to correlate this with the physics that underlies the 0.7 anomaly.

7.2 Experimental details

7.2.1 Device fabrication

A QPC is formed by applying a negative gate voltage Vg to a pair of electrodes

on the wafer surface. The 2DEG below the electrodes is then fully depleted, and

tuning of Vg allows for controlling the width of a short one-dimensional transport

channel. Our QPCs had different values for the length L and width W for the

electrode spacing that defines the device (inset of Fig. 7.2.1a). Note that W

should not be confused with the actual width of the transport channel that is

controlled with Vg.

Our devices were fabricated using a GaAs/Al0.32Ga0.68As heterostructure with

a 2DEG at 114 nm below the surface from modulation doping with Si, with a

buffer layer of 36.8 nm and the Si doping of around nSi ≈ 1 · 1024m−3. All QPCs

were fabricated in close proximity of each other on the same wafer to ensure

the same heterostructure properties for all QPCs. At 4.2 K, the mobility of the

2DEG was µ = 159 m2/Vs, and the electron density ns = 1.5 ± 0.1 · 1015m−2.
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Depletion gates were defined with standard electron-beam lithography and lift-

off techniques, using deposition of 15 nm of Au with a Ti sticking layer. The

reservoirs were connected to macroscopic leads via Ohmic contacts, which were

realized by annealing a thin Au/Ge/Ni layer that was deposited on the surface.

7.2.2 Measurement techniques

Measurements were performed in a dilution refrigerator with the sample at tem-

peratures from ∼ 5 mK to 4.2 K. For all our data the temperature dependence

saturated when cooling below ∼ 200 mK. We therefore assume for this report

that this is the lowest effective electron temperature that could be achieved.

For measuring the differential conductance G we used standard lock-in tech-

niques at 380 Hz, with an ac voltage bias Vac = 10 µV. Only the V− contact

was connected to the grounded shielding of our setup, and all gate voltages were

applied with respect to this ground. The in-plane magnetic field was applied per-

pendicular to the current direction, and the current in the QPCs was along the

[110] crystal orientation. Alignment of the sample with the magnetic field was

within 1◦, as determined from Hall voltage measurements on the 2DEG.

We have data from 12 different QPCs from a set of 16 that we cooled down.

From these QPCs 4 could not be measured. For two this was due to the presence

of strong telegraph noise in conductance signals. Two other QPCs did not show

clear conductance plateaus.

7.2.3 Data analysis and fitting procedures

For analyzing QPC conductance values we had to subtract a magnetic field and

temperature dependent series resistance (from the wiring and filters, Ohmic con-

tacts and 2DEG) from the transport data that was obtained with a voltage-bias

approach. The criterium here was to make the observed conductance plateaus

coincide with integer multiples of 2e2/h or e2/h.

To determine the peak spacings in the transconductance traces, we assume

that each subband contributes in a parallel manner to the QPC conductance.

The transconductance curves can then be analyzed as a superposition of peaks,

with one (two) peak(s) per (spin-split) subband. We carried out a least squares

fitting with peak shapes (for example Gaussian or Lorentzian, we checked that

our results do not depend significantly on the choice of peak shape we used here).

The specific shape of a step between the quantized conductance plateaus depends

on the shape of the saddle-point-like potential that defines the QPC [22], and

can result in asymmetric transconductance peaks. We checked that this is not a
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Figure 7.1: Conductance of a QPC. a, The differential conductance G as a function

of gate voltage Vg at 200 mK, for a QPC with L = 300 nm and W = 400 nm.

The in-plane magnetic field is increased from B = 0 T to B = 9 T. The right

inset zooms in on the 0.7 anomaly in zero field, and how it is enhanced as the

temperature is increased. The left inset shows a micrograph of a split gate QPC

of length L and width W . b, Transconductance dG/dVg traces (offset vertically

for clarity) obtained by differentiating the data in (a). The 0.7 anomaly appears

as a splitting of the transconductance peak for the N = 1 subband for B = 0 T.
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significant effect for our analysis. In the analysis of �ω12 and conversion of ∆Vg

into ∆E we observed a weak dependence on magnetic field and temperature, and

took this in account.

The energy splittings versus magnetic field from data taken at 200 mK (as

in Figs. 7.2a,b) showed for all 12 different QPCs a clear constant part (typically

for fields below 2 T), and a clear linear part (with an offset, typically for fields

above 5 T). On these parts of the data we performed a least-square fitting with a

constant or linear function to determine the parameters ∆E0.7, ∆Ehfo and gˆ*.

We checked that the values of the derived parameters did not significantly depend

on the choice for these magnetic field intervals that we used here.

7.3 Discussion

Figure 7.2.1a presents the differential conductance G of a QPC as a function of

Vg, with the source-drain voltage Vsd ≈ 0. Increasing Vg from pinch-off (G = 0)

lowers and widens the saddle-point-like potential that defines the short transport

channel. Consequently, an increasing number of one-dimensional subbands gets

energies below the Fermi level. In zero magnetic field, this results in a step of

2e2/h in the conductance each time an additional subband starts to contribute to

transport. We label these spin-degenerate subbands with a number N , starting

with N = 1 for the lowest subband. With a high in-plane magnetic field B the

spin degeneracy within each subband N = 1, 2, 3... is lifted, and the conductance

increases now in steps of e2/h.

We use this type of data to determine the energy splitting ∆E between spin-

up and spin-down levels within the subbands N = 1, 2, 3. The onset of transport

through a next (spin-polarized) subband appears as a peak in transconductance

(dG/dVg) traces as in Fig. 7.2.1b, which we derive from traces as in Fig. 7.2.1a.

We determine the peak spacing ∆Vg along the Vg axis within each subband by

fitting two peaks per subband on the transconductance traces. Subsequently,

transconductance data from non-linear transport measurements is used for con-

verting ∆Vg values into energy splittings ∆E (Fig. 7.2a). Here, the onsets of

conductance plateaus appear as diamond shaped patterns in the Vsd − Vg plane.

The width of these diamonds along the Vsd axis defines the subband spacing (a

measure for the degree of transverse confinement in the channel), and we use this

to determine the spacing �ω12 between the N = 1 and N = 2 subband. The

slopes of the diamonds can be used to convert a gate-voltage scale into energy

scale [17].

The 0.7 anomaly is clearly visible in the data set presented in Fig. 7.2.1. The
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Figure 7.2: Energy splittings as a function of magnetic field. a, Colorscale plot

with transconductance dG/dVg as a function of source-drain voltage Vsd and Vg

at B = 0 and T = 200 mK, for a QPC with L = 300 nm and W = 400 nm. Dark

regions represent plateaus in the differential conductance, where dG/dVg ≈ 0

while white regions represent peaks in transconductance. White lines are added

as a guide to the eye and mark transitions between various conductance plateaus.

b, c, Energy splittings ∆E as obtained from transconductance dG/dVg traces, as

a function of magnetic field at 200 mK, for a QPC with L = 300 nm and W = 400

nm and a QPC with L = 250 nm and W = 350 nm. The traces present splittings

for the subbands N = 1, 2, 3, see the legend in (c). These data sets for ∆E

are characterized (results presented in Fig. 7.3) with three parameters for each

subband N = 1, 2, 3. The slope of ∆E versus B in the high fields (B > 5 T ) is

characterized with the effective g-factor g∗. A linear fit on ∆E from this regime,

extrapolated down to zero field, shows and offset from a linear Zeeman effect,

characterized by the high-field offset ∆Ehfo. At low field ∆E for N = 1 saturates

at the energy splitting of the 0.7 anomaly, which is characterized by ∆E0.7. In

the low-field regime, ∆E values could not be obtained for N = 2 and N = 3.

The high-field data shows a decrease in the offset ∆Ehfo with increasing subband

index N .
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conductance trace for zero field in Fig. 7.2.1a shows besides pronounced steps of

2e2/h an additional shoulder at ∼ 0.7(2e2/h), which becomes more pronounced

at higher temperatures (inset of Fig. 7.2.1a). With increasing magnetic field, the

0.7 anomaly evolves into the first spin-resolved conductance plateau at e2/h. In

Fig. 7.2.1b the 0.7 anomaly appears as a zero-field splitting in the transconduc-

tance peak for N = 1, which evolves into two spin-split peaks in high fields. In

earlier work this observation was the basis for assuming that the 0.7 anomaly

results from a spontaneous removal of spin degeneracy in zero field [3,4]. For our

analysis here we assume that the 0.7 anomaly is indeed related to such a spon-

taneous spin splitting for the first subband. In high fields, all 12 QPCs showed

also for N = 2 and higher a pronounced spin splitting into two transconductance

peaks, but these subbands did not clearly show a zero-field splitting.

We studied how the spin splittings ∆E for N = 1, 2, 3 increase with magnetic

field from B = 0 T up to 9 T (Fig. 7.2b,c). We first concentrate on data for

N = 1. At zero field ∆E shows the splitting associated with the 0.7 anomaly,

that we label ∆E0.7. It is observed in all our QPCs with a typical value of 0.5 meV.

At high fields ∆E has a linear slope similar to the Zeeman effect. However, linear

extrapolation of this slope down to B = 0 shows that there is a large positive offset

(unlike the usual Zeeman effect). We characterize the slope with an effective g-

factor gˆ* = 1
µB

d∆E
dB (note that one should be careful to interpret gˆ* as an

absolute indication for the g-factor of electrons in a QPC, since different methods

for extracting a g-factor can give different results [6,16]). The high-field offset from

a linear Zeeman effect is characterized with a parameter ∆Ehfo. Qualitatively,

this type of data for ∆E looks similar for all 12 QPCs, and we use a suitable

fitting procedure to characterize the traces for N = 1 with the parameters ∆E0.7,

∆Ehfo and gˆ*. Notably, two-parameter fitting using spin-1
2 energy eigenvalues

with ∆E =
√

(∆E0.7)2 + (gˆ*µBB)2 does not yield good fits. For the traces as

in Fig. 7.2b,c for N = 2, 3, we cannot resolve a spin splitting at low fields, and we

only provide the parameters ∆Ehfo and gˆ*.

Fig. 7.2b,c shows that ∆E appears in high fields as the sum of the Zeeman

effect and the constant contribution ∆Ehfo. This suggest that the splittings in

high field have, in particular for N = 1, a significant contribution from a field-

independent exchange effect that results from each subband being in a ferromag-

netic spin-polarized state. In high fields such an interpretation is less ambigu-

ous than for zero field (where the possibility of a ferromagnetic ground state for

spin-polarized subbands is the topic of debate [18, 19]) since the Zeeman effect

suppresses spin fluctuations. Thus, measuring ∆Ehfo can be used to determine

this exchange splitting.
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Figure 7.3: Geometry dependence of g-factor and energy splittings. a,

b, Effective g-factor g∗ (solid symbols, left axis) and subband spacing �ω12 (open

symbols, right axis) as a function of QPC length L (with fixed width W = 350

nm), and as a function QPC width W (with fixed length L = 300 nm). All

data points are for the N = 1 subband from results measured at 200 mK. The

effective g-factor g∗ is enhanced as compared to the bulk 2DEG value (up to a

factor ∼ 3) and shows a clear dependence on L and W . As a function of L at

fixed W the enhancement is strongest for the shortest QPC. As a function of W ,

there is a maximum around W = 350 nm. The subband spacing �ω12 depends

in a remarkably similar way on L and W as g∗. c, d, The 0.7 energy splitting

∆E0.7 and high-field offset ∆Ehfo for the N = 1 subband as a function of L and

W , derived from the same transconductance data as used for (a) and (b). The

values of ∆E0.7 and ∆Ehfo vary with L and W in a irregular manner, but there

is a strong correlation between ∆E0.7 and ∆Ehfo. Data points labeled with (1)

and (2) are from two different devices with identical values for L and W .
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Fig. 7.3a,b present how the effective g-factor gˆ* for N = 1 varies with L and

W of the QPCs. It is strongly enhanced up to a factor ∼ 3 with respect to the

g-factor for bulk 2DEG material [20]. This has been observed before [4] and is also

attributed to many-body effects. In the same plot we present the subband spacing

�ω12. The variation of �ω12 is in good agreement with an electrostatic analysis [21]

of the degree of transverse confinement in the saddle-point-like potential of the

QPC. Briefly, short and narrow QPCs yield the strongest transverse confinement

(Fig. 7.3a). This is valid down to the point where the QPC width W � 2d (where

d the depth of the 2DEG below the wafer surface), which results in the maximum

for W = 350 nm in Fig. 7.3b. Notably, the values of gˆ* and �ω12 are clearly

correlated. While this is interesting on itself, for the current Letter we restrict

ourselves to the conclusion that the variation of these effects with L and W is very

regular. This indicates that part of the physics of our set of 12 QPCs depends in

a regular manner on L and W . This is also supported by the observation that the

gate voltage Vg needed for pinching off a QPC varies in the expected way with L

and W .

Next, we analyze how ∆Ehfo and ∆E0.7 depend on L and W . The open

squares in Fig. 7.3c,d present this for ∆E0.7. Overall, the dependence here is

not very regular, possibly indicating that the exact appearance of the otherwise

robust 0.7 anomaly is sensitive to small irregularities in the potential that defines

the QPC (only the data in Fig. 7.3d suggests an anti-correlation with �ω12). The

black squares present how ∆Ehfo for N = 1 varies with L and W . Also here

the dependence is irregular. Remarkably, the irregular variations of ∆E0.7 and

∆Ehfo are clearly correlated throughout our set of 12 QPCs. This means that

∆E0.7, which is derived from data in zero field, is correlated with ∆Ehfo, which

is derived from data taken at fields in excess of 5 T. Furthermore, ∆E0.7 and

∆Ehfo have a similar order of magnitude. This points to the conclusion that

the spontaneous energy splitting of the 0.7 anomaly is dominated by the same

effect that causes the high-field offset ∆Ehfo. As we discussed, this is probably

an exchange contribution.

Using the temperature dependence of ∆E data (Fig. 7.4a), we find that the

correlation between ∆E0.7 and ∆Ehfo remains intact at higher temperatures

(Fig. 7.4c). Figure 7.4b shows that gˆ* has a very different temperature de-

pendence. This indicates that the g-factor enhancement and the 0.7 anomaly

arise from different many-body effects. Figs. 7.2 and 7.4 also present data for the

N = 2 and N = 3 subband. We analyzed the data for N = 2, 3 in the very same

way as for N = 1, and the most important observation is that the ∆Ehfo param-

eter for N = 2, 3 is much smaller than for N = 1, and often close to zero. A high
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Figure 7.4: Temperature dependence of g-factor and energy splittings.

a, Energy splitting for N = 1 as a function of magnetic field for different temper-

atures T , for a QPC with L = 150 nm and W = 350 nm. b, Effective g-factor

g∗ as a function of temperature for the same QPC. The g-factor enhancement is

strongest for the N = 1 subband at the lowest temperature. For the N = 2 and

N = 3 subband the g-factor is also enhanced at low temperatures. As the temper-

ature is increased the g-factor enhancement is weaker for all subbands. c, The 0.7

energy splitting ∆E0.7 and high-field offset ∆Ehfo as a function of temperature.

The value for ∆Ehfo is highest for the N = 1 subband and decreases to zero with

increasing subband number. As the temperature is increased, the ∆E0.7 value

as well as the ∆Ehfo values for N = 1, 2, 3 strongly increase. The correlation

between ∆E0.7 and ∆Ehfo remains present upon increasing the temperature.
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∆Ehfo value is only observed for N = 1, just as 0.7 anomaly itself. Finally, we

remark that most of our QPCs showed a zero-bias conductance peak in non-linear

transport near the 0.7 anomaly. The temperature and magnetic field dependence

of this peak (data not shown) is consistent with reports [6] that relate the 0.7

anomaly to transport through a Kondo impurity.

7.4 Conclusion

Our main conclusion is that the many-body electron physics that causes the spon-

taneous energy splitting of the 0.7 anomaly is related to a field-independent ex-

change effect that contributes to spin splittings in high magnetic fields. Our

results are important for theory work that aims at developing a consistent picture

of many-body effects in QPCs, and its consequences for transport of spin-polarized

electrons and spin coherence in nanodevices.
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8

Spin transport in ferromagnet - 2DEG sys-

tems

We investigate experimentally the interface properties of Co/2DEG via side con-

tacts. The ferromagnetic electrodes are embedded within the semiconductor het-

erostructure after wet etching. These junctions are later used to fabricate a four

terminal device, which would allow spin injection and non-local detection. We

couldn’t observe spin signal, however we observe hysteretic behavior in magnetic

field, which is caused by spurious effects like Hall effect from the fringe magnetic

fields of the Co electrodes.
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8.1 Introduction

The electrical spin injection from ferromagnetic metal into semiconductor has

been progressed considerably from both experimental and theoretical point of

view in recent years. A tunnel barrier that acts as a spin-dependent interface is

indispensable to inject spin polarized electrons [1,2], for example, the Schottky

barrier under reverse bias [3,4] or the aluminum oxide barrier [5, 6]. Earlier ex-

periments for a spin injection into 2DEG [10,11] showed that transport properties

had some magnetic field dependence. However, the observed behavior was prob-

ably related to a local Hall effect because these spurious phenomena will often

closely resemble the signals expected from spin transport due to the dependence

on the local magnetization of the contacts. In fact, they used an ohmic contact

between an InAs strip and ferromagnetic electrodes at that time, hence there was

no reason to be able to observe a spin-dependent signal. This point was clearly

shown in experiment [12] and theory [13], later known as conductance mismatch.

Recently there were some results showing spin dependent signals measured in a

non-local geometry [14,15]. In this work we propose the possibility of spin accu-

mulation in a 2DEG by extracting spin-polarized electron. First we concentrate

on the description of the experiment’s idea and the device. Next, the focus is on

the properties of Co-2DEG interface resulting from I-V measurements. The last

part is dedicated to non-local measurements aiming at spin accumulation and to

the discussion of spurious effects masking the relevant spin signal.

In order to inject spin-polarized electron from Co electrode into 2DEG, a

reverse bias condition is necessary. However, in the case of GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG

system, when one applies a negative bias, the bias pushes away electrons in 2DEG

and the depletion region around electrode increases. We estimated depletion

width in our sample to be 200 nm at 0 V and it reaches 500 nm at -2 V. We

had no current even at 4V at 4.2 K. This fact indicates that we cannot inject

electron into 2DEG under a negative bias. Therefore to generate spin polarization

in 2DEG, we tried to use a forward bias condition. If the tunnel barrier acts as

a spin-selective barrier, extraction of spin-polarized electrons from 2DEG leads a

spin accumulation in 2DEG, which is equivalent to the injection of spin-polarized

electron from ferromagnetic metal. This spin-extraction will cause a chemical

potential difference between up-spin and down-spin electrons in 2DEG.

We used non-local measurement geometry to measure the spin accumulation

signal (Fig. 1(a)). In usual non-local geometry, electrons are sent from contact 1 to

3 and the signal is measured between contacts 2 and 4 [12]. In our case, electrons

are extracted from 2DEG instead of being injected into 2DEG. Due to spin-
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Figure 8.1: a) and b) are typical circuits configurations for non-local measure-

ments. On the bottom of there is a SEM picture of the actual Co electrodes and

a cartoon depicting a cross section through the electrodes.
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selective barrier, a spin accumulation will form at the interface and it will extend

over a spin flip length. When there is spin-imbalance in the strip, it causes the

chemical potential difference between up-spin and down spin electrons. Another

ferromagnetic electrode at the vicinity of the interface can be used as a spin

selective voltage probe to detect spin accumulation. Since there is no current in

voltage measurement circuit, we can directly measure the spin-up and spin-down

chemical potential using a ferromagnetic electrode. The separation of the current

and voltage circuits allows us to remove other spin-dependent contributions such

as AMR of the ferromagnetic electrodes and Hall effect induced by a stray field.

This scheme can be applied in the case that both of the chemical potentials of leads

separated by a transparent interface or a tunnel barrier are same in equilibrium

condition.

The significant problem in our system is the existence of the Schottky barrier

at the interface between a semiconductor and a ferromagnetic metal. If there is a

certain chemical potential difference between up-spin and down-spin electrons in

2DEG, the Schottky barrier and the band bending in space charge region might

smear out the difference. Therefore we can consider two types of measurement.

(1) Usual non-local measurement: If the Schottky barrier height can be modu-

lated by chemical potential difference between spin-up and spin-down, a magnetic

probe voltage will follow this difference. In this case, we do not need to apply an

extra bias on a detection electrode. Consider that density of states of 2DEG is N ,

the number of electron n = n↑ + n↓, the difference of spin-up and spin-down elec-

tron is ∆n = n↑ −n↓. Fermi energy measured from a conduction band bottom of

semiconductor is EF = (µ↑ + µ↓)/2, where µ↑ and µ↓ are the chemical potentials

of each spin. Since n↑(↓), the energy difference generated by spin accumulation is

estimated to:

∆µ = µ↑ − µ↓ = 2EF
∆n

n
(8.1)

Assuming that EF is 20 meV and ∆n/n ∼ % at the detection electrode, then

∆µ is estimated to be 1.0 meV, which can be detected at low temperature. By

requiring no current in the voltage prove, the detected potential of the ferromag-

netic voltage probe is a weighted average of µ↑ and µ↓ by the tunneling spin

polarization P:

∆Vprobe = P (µ↑ − µ↓) (8.2)

(2) Extended non-local measurement: We apply an extra bias voltage to a

detection electrode to realize almost flat band condition. Under such a condition,
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what we measure is the difference of the spin-dependent current, which corre-

sponds to the number of electrons of each spin. (Fig. 2(b)) Thus since a current

also flows in probe circuit, we have to be more careful to interpret obtained data

because this possibly includes signals other than a spin accumulation. In 2DEG

system, the density of states is constant, so we can write the spin-dependent

current at low temperature (f(E) = 1) as:

Iσ = Tσ′
e

h

∫ µσ

0

dE = Tσ′
e

h
µσ (8.3)

where σ, σ′ is ↑ or ↓. We obtain the total current under parallel (P) and

anti-parallel (AP) magnetization configuration:

IP (AP ) =
e

h
(µ↑T↑(↓) + µ↓T↓(↑)) (8.4)

Hence the current spin polarization can be written as:

IP − IAP

IP + IAP
=

µ↑ − µ↓

µ↑ + µ↓

T↑ − T↓

T↑ + T↓
= 2

∆µ

EF
P (8.5)

Assuming that EF is 20 meV, ∆µ is 1 meV and P is 30% from above discussion,

the current spin polarization is estimated to about 3%.

8.2 Co-2DEG junction

Before proceeding to the actual non-local measurements, the focus is concentrated

on the junction between the ferromagnetic metal (Cobalt) and the 2DEG. This

type of junction is actually one of the basic ingredients of our experiment as well

as original. This new approach was motivated by the fact that spin injection from

the top of a standard 2DEG heterostructure is affected by the complicated shape

of the conduction band (from surface to the 2DEG). A side contact is supposed

not to suffer from these limitations. However, a side contact can raise further

questions due to the fact the junction is made between a 3D metal (Cobalt) and a

2D electron sea. This fact can change the standard situation of a Schottky barrier

and has to be clarified in order to understand spin transport.

Since our measurements are limited by the fact that in this type of junctions

one cannot inject current into 2DEG in reverse bias, we have concentrated mainly

to the forward case (mostly room temperature measurements but also 4.2K). A

typical example is shown in figure 2, all the measurements being performed at

room temperature (details about the wafer used and some other experimental
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Figure 8.2: Current-voltage characteristics of Co-2DEG junctions for different

areas. The inset shows on linear-linear scale the relation between the current and

the voltage at low voltages.
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clarifications are given in section 3 of this chapter). The plot shows the I-V char-

acteristics of some Co-2DEG junctions with different areas. There are several

points to be made about this plot: first, the I-V characteristics show a steeper

slope with the increase in the junction’s area. Secondly, one can notice a similarity

of the current for very small voltages. The inset gives a more clear description:

our characteristics at room temperature and small voltages show a linear relan-

shionship between the current and the voltage. This behaviour can be explained

by the possibility of leakage through the substrate. Since in the spin related mea-

surements one is forced to bias the junction in order to induce enough electrons

draged out of the 2DEG, we were concerned with the regime at very low biases.

Apparently, at room temperature this is governed by leakage. A possibility would

be to increase the area of the electrode (and implicite the perimenter) which can

result in more current at lower voltage (voltages larger than 100mV however).

The summary for low voltages is shown in figure 3 where the amount of current

at different areas and diffrent bias voltages is shown. As can be seen from the the

second plot, there is very small current variation for small voltage. The situation

is changed in the case of large area samples, where there is always a good amount

of current to flow.

The calculated formula for the thermoionic emission current between a 3D

metal and a 2DEG is:

J2D = A∗
2DT 3/2exp[−qΦBn

kBT
]exp[− E0

kBT
]exp[

qV

nkBT
− 1] (8.6)

where A∗
2D is the bidimensional Richardson constant, T is the temperature,

ΦBn is the build-in potential, kB is the Boltzmann constant, n is the ideality

factor and V is the applied voltage. The main difference is in the appearence

of a new exponential which has the effect of increasing the build-in potential by

the E0 which is the energy of the first quantized level in a 2DEG. This effect

was confirmed by previous measurements [16] (the barrier height was deduced

from temperature dependent measurements). We have applied also this formula

to our data. First, the ideality factors range in between 1.3 for the largest area

contact and 1.9 for the smallest. The barrier height extracted by fitting the

above formula to the experimental data gives however smaller values than the

expected ones (in the range of 0.4 to 0.5 eV). These values are obtained using a

value for the E0 = 0.045eV as calculated using a program which gives the energy

levels in quantum well for all sorts of heterostructures (1D Poission courtesy of

D. Snider of University of Notre-Dame). The low levels of the barrier heights

can be explained in two ways at the moment. First, there is a possibility the the

roughness of the interface to create variable (locally) barrier heights, situation
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Figure 8.3: Forward current dependence on the area of the junction at different

applied voltages. The figure on the right is a zoom-in in current for the figure on

the left.
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which has the effect of lowering the total measured (from the I-V’s) barrier height.

Secondly, and this should be taken into account when explaining other features of

our curves, is that there a possibility of another kind of current transport: field

assisted emission (tunneling trough a thin barrier). This is a common transport

mechnism in 2DEGs at low temperatures where the electrons (with energies close

to the Fermi energy), tunnel through. When the temperature is increaded, the

electrons energies are also increased, so and the tunneling takes place close to the

top of the barrier and transport in this case is thermionic-field emission. This type

of thansport is usually common to highly doped semiconductors (which a 2DEG

is). It would be interesting to be able to fit some of our data with a combination

of thermionici emission and field emission current formulas, calculated for the

3D-2DEG case.

8.3 Non-local measurements

The sample was fabricated from AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure with a 2DEG

located 60 nm beneath the surface. The carrier density and mobility determined

by a Shubnikov-de-Haas measurement were 4.2 x 1011 /cm2 and 1.0 x 106 cm2/Vs,

respectively. A mean free path was estimated to be about 10 µm. As is shown

in Fig. 4, a 2DEG strip with the width of 3 µm was formed by a conventional

photolithography patterning and wet etching technique. The etching depth was

80 100 nm, which was enough deep to separate 2DEG from other region. Each

end of strip had an ohmic contact that was formed by AuGe/Ni/Au alloying.

Four Co electrodes (two sets of face to face electrodes) were contacted within

the strip. Facing electrodes were used for a pinched-off measurement to estimate

a bias dependence of a depletion region. We used two adjacent Co electrodes

for spin accumulation measurement. These Co electrodes were deposited by e-

beam evaporation after e-beam lithography patterning, wet-etching again and

leaving for a few tens of minutes to form oxidation barrier. Thus Co electrodes

were contacted with side of 2DEG layer through tunnel barrier. The widths

of Co electrodes were 200 nm for narrow one and 400 nm for wide one. The

difference of width makes sure to have a different magnetic switching field, and

the coercive field of 200 nm and 400 nm electrodes were 30 mT and 70 mT at

4.2 K, respectively. The spacing between adjacent electrodes was 1 µm and the

distance between facing electrodes was 600 nm. The width of 2DEG strip and

the spacing of the electrodes were sufficiently smaller than the mean free path.

The Schottky characteristics were measured at R.T. and 4.2 K. and can be

seen in figure 4. Assuming the junction area is a side face area of Co electrode,
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Figure 8.4: Typical IVs for the junctions used in non-local experiments, at room

temperature (on the left) and at 4.2K (on the right).
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Figure 8.5: Non-local resistance measured at different DC biasing of the Co-2DEG

junctions. The ac amplitude of the excitation was kept constant at 10 µA. The

cartoon on the top shows the electronic connections of the circuit.

the Schottky barrier height was estimated to be about 0.5 eV and the ideality

factor n = 3 at R.T. The barrier height was lower and the ideality factor was

higher than usual, which implies that the interface between Co and GaAs was not

perfect, but tunnel barrier would be there to some extent. At 4.2 K, a current

was 0 within experimental error (< 1nA) under 0.8V, and then suddenly began to

flow at 0.8V. Under negative bias, we were not able to send current to -4 V. Spin

accumulation measurements were performed by standard ac-lock-in techniques at

4.2 K. We sent current of 1nA up to 1µA both as DC as well as AC. Detection

was performed using the methods and circuits shown in figure 1 as well as the

insets in figure 5 and 6.

We were not able to observe spin signal. Typical non-local measurements are

shown in figure 5. The values of non-local resistance were in the range of several

hundreds of Ohms. This could be done by carefull calibration of the junction

resistance. The measured voltage was of milivolts order, however, the noise in

the system was of tens of microvolts. Our estimations could have been optimistic,
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Figure 8.6: Non-local resistance measured with the detector un-biased. The other

conditions correspond to one in figure 5.
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since we have considered pretty high polarizations (tunneling spin polarizations).

This is however, not known, and due to the fact that our junctions are rough,

additional scattering can be induced, which decreases the amount of polarization.

Intersting experiments are shown in figure 6. Here the detector is not biased

(DC bias) and only the barrier on the injector is lowered. However, one can

measured hysteresis loops, depending on how the electrodes are connected. The

most probable explanation for this behaviour is Hall effect caused by the stray

field of the electrodes.
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Samenvatting

Het werk dat gepresenteerd wordt in dit proefschrift is gecentreerd rond de vraag

of het mogelijk is elektron spin te injecteren, transporteren en detecteren in een 2-

dimensionaal elektronen gas (in een halfgeleider heterostructuur). Het is gebleken

dat spintronika apparaatjes gebaseerd op metalen een makkelijke manier zijn om

de concepten van spintronika toe te passen. Tegelijkertijd bleef de ontwikkeling

van spintronika apparaatjes gebaseerd op halfgeleider materialen achter door

een fundamenteel obstakel voor de injectie van spin vanuit een ferromagnetisch

materiaal in een halfgeleider, bekend als het zn. conductivity mismatch effect.

Desondanks bleef er veel interesse voor het transporteren van spin in halfgeleiders

vanwege de mogelijkheid het transport te benvloeden met behulp van een gate-

elektrode. Ook de fundamentele fysica van de elektronen spin is een belangrijke

drijfveer (zoals in hoofdstukken 7 van dit proefschrift), fysica die nog steeds vragen

oproept waar nog geen eenduidig antwoord op te geven is (de zn. 0.7 structuur).

Het initile doel van het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd zal

worden was de fysica van spin transport in een 2-dimensionaal elektronen gas

met gate-elektroden. Vanaf het begin waren er twee richtingen, met interesse

voor zowel lage temperaturen, waar het transport in essentie ballistisch is, als

voor kamertemperatuur waar het transport diffuus is. De manier van injectie

en detectie is verschillend voor beide gevallen: 1. in het ballistische geval is het

noodzakelijk dat een sterk magneetveld ervoor zorgt dat de twee spin richtingen in

een puntcontact niet meer dezelfde energie hebben, waardoor met behulp van een
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gate-elektrode de spin gestuurd kan worden (alhoewel dit een unipolair proces

is, slechts spins van een type doorgelaten kunnen worden) en 2. in het diffuse

geval worden ferromagnetische materialen gebruikt als bron voor spin (net als bij

de metallische spin ventiel systemen). Terwijl in het ballistische geval, gebaseerd

op puntcontacten, het ”conductivity mismatch”probleem wordt omzeild omdat

er geen metaal/halfgeleider grensvlakken gebruikt worden, is in het diffuse geval

dit probleem opgelost door de ferromagnetische elektroden aan de zijkant van het

2-dimensionaal elektronen gas te plaatsen en de Schottky barrire te gebruiken die

zo ontstaat.

Het kwantum puntcontact dat gebruikt wordt voor verschillende studies in

dit proefschrift is vergelijkbaar met degene die wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk

4. De manier waarop het puntcontact gebruikt wordt voor de meting van spin

accumulatie wordt echter pas beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. De reden hiervoor

is dat we nieuwe verschijnselen tegenkwamen tijdens de experimenten met de

puntcontacten. Deze nieuwe verschijnselen zijn weerstandsfluctuaties (hoofdstuk

4) en het gedrag van puntcontacten in een sterk magneetveld, de manier waarop

het verschijnen van de spin gepolariseerde plateaus afhangt van de geometrie van

het puntcontact (hoofdstuk 6). Dit hoofdstuk heeft geleid tot de ontdekking van

een nieuwe experimentele eigenschap van de 0.7 structuur, die meer inzicht kan

geven in de oorsprong van dit onbegrepen effect.

De inleidende hoofdstukken (1, 2 en 3) geven een idee (in het bijzonder

hoofdstuk 2) van het brede spectrum aan fysische concepten die nodig zijn om

de experimenten beschreven in dit proefschrift te begrijpen. Deze hoofdstukken

worden gevolgd door de niet-lokale meting van weerstandsfluctuaties in een 4-

punts quantum dot. Terwijl deze resultaten (waar de lading van het elektron de

informatiedrager is) een duidelijke relatie met de geplande experimenten hebben

(deze fluctuaties kunnen het gewenste signaal verbergen), zijn ze op zich al

erg interessant. Ze laten zien dat in een kwantum dot de spannings-probes de

elektron golffunctie in de dot voelen en dat ze extra decoherentie veroorzaken.

Deze decoherentie wordt sterker naarmate de koppeling met de reservoirs

sterker is. De spin metingen in deze 4-punts kwantum dot zijn beschreven in

hoofdstuk 5. Allereerst wordt een beschrijving gegeven gebaseerd op theoretische

modellen, welke een meetbaar effect voorspellen. Later in dit hoofdstuk

worden experimenten beschreven die dit principe aantonen. De experimenten

werden bemoeilijkt doordat de kwantum puntcontacten, gedefinieerd op het

oppervlak van die bepaalde wafer, magneetveld afhankelijk gedrag vertoonden

(de pinch-off spanning was afhankelijk van het magneetveld) en geen tekenen

van spin gepolariseerde plateaus lieten zien (waardoor het lastig was een bepaald
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puntcontact voor spin transport in te stellen). Hierdoor ontstond de vraag over

het aanwezig dan wel afwezig zijn van het spin gepolariseerde plateau in een

sterk magneetveld. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden hebben we het gedrag van

puntcontacten met verschillende afmetingen bestudeerd, de resultaten worden

gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 6. Er is een duidelijke afhankelijkheid van de g-

factor (die de grootte van de Zeeman splitsing bepaalt) en de afmeting van de

puntcontacten, waarbij de g-factor omgekeerd evenredig is met de breedte van

de puntcontacten. Deze experimenten motiveerden een diepgaande analyse in dit

type fysica. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een dergelijk diepgaande analyse gepresenteerd

van g-factors en de bijbehorende energie splitsingen en laat een nieuwe eigenschap

zien, ontstaan door de fysica van de 0.7 structuur. Deze resultaten staan in

verband met het werk van Erik Koop, die de experimenten om puntcontacten

voor spin transport te gebruiken verder probeert uit te voeren. Deze nieuwe

eigenschap suggereert dat de fysica van een veeldeeltjes elektronen systeem, die

de spontane energie splitsing veroorzaakt van de 0.7 anomalie, gerelateerd is aan

een veld-onafhankelijk exchange effect dat bijdraagt aan de spin splitsing in een

sterk magneetveld.

Spin transport in ferromagnetisch metaal/ 2-dimensionaal elektronen gas

wordt gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 8, het laatste hoofdstuk in dit proefschrift.

Ondanks alle inspanning werd geen spin signaal waargenomen. De ruwheid van

de als gevolg van het etsen zou een verklaring kunnen zijn. Daardoor neemt de

hoeveelheid elektron spin botsingen toe en neemt de spin polarisatie af.





Summary

The work presented in this thesis is centered around the idea of how one can

inject, transport and detect the electron’s spin in a two dimensional electron

gas (a semiconductor heterostructure). Metal based spintronic devices have

been established to be the easy way to implement spintronic concepts while the

semiconductor based spintronic devices lagged behind due to the fundamental

obstacle in injecting spins from ferromagnetic materials known as conductivity

mismatch. The possibility of the gate control of spin transport in the later

devices kept the interest of spin transport in semiconductors high. This interest

is motivated also by fundamental physics of electron’s spin (as in chapter 7 of this

thesis), physics which still raises questions with no definitive answer so far (the

so called ’0.7 structure’).

The initial goal of the research to be reported in this thesis was the physics

of spin transport in a gated two dimensional electrons gas. From the beginning

it proceeded two fold, with interest for both the low temperature devices where

transport is essentially ballistic and room temperature ones, where the transport

is diffusive. The way of injecting and detecting spins is different for the two cases

above: 1. the ballistic devices rely on the fact that large magnetic field lifts the

spin degeneracy in Quantum Point Contacts, allowing gate control of spin (even

though this type of device is in essence unipolar - spins of only one orientation can

be let through) and 2. the diffusive devices use ferromagnetic materials as sources

of spin (much as in the metallic spin valve systems). While in ballistic devices
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based on Quantum Point Contacts the conductivity mismatch is intrinsically

eliminated due to the fact that no metal/semiconductor junctions are used, in the

diffusive devices this problem was solved by connecting the ferromagnetic metal

electrodes sideways to the two dimensional electron gas and using the Schottky

barrier forming in such contact.

The Quantum Point Contact based devices studied throughout this thesis

are similar to the one described in chapter 4. The actual principle of operation

of this device for measurements of spin accumulation (all electrical) is described,

however, in chapter 5. The reason for this is that there were additional phenomena

arising during the experiments using the QPC based device. These additional

phenomena were resistance fluctuations (chapter 4) and the behavior of Quantum

Point Contacts in magnetic field, more precisely the way the spin resolved plateaus

depend on the geometry of the device (chapter 6). This chapter led to the

discovery of a new experimental feature of the 0.7 structure, which can bring

more insight into clarifying the origin of this puzzling effect.

The introducing chapter (1,2 and 3) suggest (especially chapter 2) the wide

range of physical concepts involved in understanding the experiments presented in

this thesis. They are followed by the reports of non-local detection of resistance

fluctuations in a four terminal quantum dot. While these results (where the

electron’s charge is the information carrier) have obvious connection with the

planned experiments (these fluctuations can mask the desired spin signals), they

are interesting on their own. They show that in a multi terminal quantum dot the

voltage probes couple to the electron’s wavefunction inside and they also induce

additional decoherence, which gets stronger when the coupling to the reservoirs

is stronger. The spin measurements in this four terminal dot are performed in

chapter 5. First a description based on theoretical models is given which suggests

measurable effects. The proof of concept experiments are shown later in this

chapter. The experiments were made difficult by the fact that the Quantum

Point Contacts defined on the surface of that particular wafer, had magnetic field

dependent behavior (the pinch-off voltage was dependent on magnetic field) and

shown no sign of spin resolved plateaus (which made controlling the settings of a

particular QPC for spin transport difficult). This fact raised the question about

the presence or absence of the spin resolved plateaux of a QPC in magnetic field.

To answer this question, investigation of QPC behavior with different sizes was

performed and the results are presented in chapter 6. There is a clear dependence

of the g-factor (which gives the magnitude of the Zeeman splitting) on the size

of the QPCs, with the g-factors being inverse proportional with the width of the

QPCs. These experiments motivated a more detailed insight into this type of
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physics. Chapter 7 presents such in depth analysis of g factors and the extracted

energy scales and shows a new feature, generated by 0.7 structure’s physics. These

results are in connection with the work of Erik Koop, who is pursuing further the

experiments using QPCs for spin transport. This new feature states that the

many-body electron physics which causes the spontaneous energy splitting of the

0.7 anomaly is related to a field-independent exchange effect that contributes to

spin splittings in high magnetic fields.

Spin transport in ferromagnetic metal/two dimensional electron gas are

presented in chapter 8, the last chapter of this thesis. Despite the efforts, no

spin signal was observed. The explanation could be that the junctions are rough

as a result of etching, which increases the electron’s spin scattering and therefore

is reducing the spin polarization.
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